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While paraffin has the potential to be a high performance fuel for hybrid rockets,
sloughing-off of portions of the fuel during the burn, fuel-liner delamination during fabrication,
difficult ignition, and the escape of significant amounts of unburned paraffin droplets from the
combustion chamber have hindered efforts to demonstrate superior performance in paraffinfueled hybrid motors. This work investigates several methods for enhancing the performance of
paraffin-based hybrid motors including the use of anti-sloughing baffles in the grain liner,
ignition media to ensure repeatable and prompt engine start, improved methods for fuel grain
production, and aluminum and potassium nitrate additives. The results of the tests demonstrate
modest improvements in anti-sloughing and total impulse, compared to the baseline paraffin fuel
grain. Difficulty achieving sufficiently repeatable results with the available commercial motor
prevented some of the research goals from being completed but lead to a better understanding of
the factors affecting the performance space.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Hybrid rocket motors have long been studied as potential alternatives to solid and liquid
propellant rocket engines. Separating the solid-state fuel grain from the liquid or gaseous oxidizer
allows for many of the safety advantages of liquid fueled rockets to be realized in a much less
mechanically complex system. Furthermore, the ability to vary the flow rate of oxidizer allows for
thrust throttling and controlled thrust termination, while the ability to store the fuel and oxidizer
separately until final propellant loading allows for less complex and lower risk ground processing
and handling procedures compared to solid propellant rocket motors. Additionally, the theoretical
specific impulse of hybrid rocket motors generally exceeds that of solid fuel rockets and can
approach that of liquid propellant rocket engines [1].
There are, however, several disadvantages to hybrid rocket motors that have limited their
adoption so far. Most of the commonly used hybrid rocket fuels, such as hydroxyl-terminated
polybutadiene (HTPB) and polybutadiene acrylonitrile (PBAN) suffer from poor regression rates,
and hence, poor thrust. The low regression rate of these polymeric fuels has driven many previous
efforts to develop high-performance hybrid motors to make use of complex, multi-port fuel grain
geometries which are difficult to manufacture and reduce the mass fraction of the propulsion
system through the need for added support webs [2]. Paraffin-based fuels have much higher rates
of regression and can provide a higher mass flow of reactable volatiles to the combustion front for
1

a given port surface area, allowing the use of simple and mass-efficient circular-port fuel grain
geometries. Paraffin’s nontoxic nature and hydrophobic properties also allow for long-term and
safe storage and handling of fuel grains, even when they are impregnated with reactive additives
[3].
However, the low melting point and material strength of paraffin-based fuel grains make them
highly susceptible to a condition known as sloughing, in which parts of the grain material can
detach and be ejected from the chamber without burning while also causing undesirable thrust
oscillations [5]. Poor mixing can also lead to loss of unburned fuel droplets through the exhaust,
reducing the combustion efficiency and leading to a higher temperature plume that increases the
thermal stresses on launch and test infrastructure. Ignition is also more difficult to reliably and
repeatably achieve in paraffin-based fuels compared to other types. Finally, while paraffin can in
theory achieve a higher specific impulse than conventional hybrid fuels, it requires a higher
oxidizer to fuel ratio, reducing performance when systems designed for PBAN are retrofitted
with paraffin-based fuel grains, as has been the case with MSU’s hybrid rocket research efforts.
Previous hybrid research at Mississippi State University’s Department of Aerospace
Engineering explored the performance of pure PMMA (acrylic) and paraffin fuel grains using
54mm commercial hybrid motors from Contrail Rockets on the Multipurpose Solid/Hybrid
Vertically Integrated Test Stand [4]. This research later resumed in the 2015-2016 timeframe to
investigate methods for strengthening the paraffin fuel grains and reduce sloughing via the use of
additively-manufactured, azimuthally-arranged, cellular partitions of varying number made of
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) plastic [5]. As the number of partitions was increased, and
hence the number of walls providing additional bonding area, a corresponding increase in fuel
left in the grain after the burn and decrease in specific impulse & thrust performance was noted.
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More research was needed to find ways of stabilizing the combustion and improving the
performance of paraffin grains to make them definitively competitive with commercial hybrid
fuel offerings and solid motors.
The research resumed in the summer of 2018 with the goals of testing a modified approach
to mechanical anti-sloughing technology, exploring different additives at different mixture levels
to improve thrust and impulse, testing different oxidizer injectors to promote better mixing, and
collecting more types data each test in order to conduct a more complete analysis.
MSU has a strong history of subsonic to low-supersonic sounding rocket research. In the
past, MSU rockets have been almost exclusively powered by commercial solid propellent rocket
motors, however, a new requirement for higher flight cadence led to the need for a cheaper, safer,
and in-house certified propulsion system. The previously mentioned safety and low marginal cost
properties of hybrid rocket motors led to the combination of this effort with the existing hybrid
rocket research effort. The new flight vehicles would require a motor with more than three times
the thrust compared to the previous hybrid test engines, requiring a completely new infrastructure
for testing. Under these combined requirements, a new, multiphase research effort with the goal
of developing a custom, flight-certified paraffin-based fuel grain with comparable performance to
commercial solid and hybrid propellant grains began. The phases of the test program are detailed
in the following three paragraphs.
Phase 1 of the Mobile Vertical Test Stand (MVTS) program consisted of seven tests using
commercial M2281 PBAN-based fuel grains. These tests allowed for the iterative refinement of
the load cell mounting system and initial integration of pressure transducers into the test program
for use in oxidizer tank pressure monitoring, while allowing for test operations procedures to be
streamlined as the engine test personnel gained experience with the new equipment. Calibration
3

work performed during phase 1 confirmed that no significant load losses occurred between the
engine mounting hardware in the test configuration and the load cell. A secondary objective was
to begin testing the efficacy of the version 1 commercially-supplied vortex injector against the
standard hole injector against consistent fuel grains.
Phase 2 consisted of 27 test fires and was designed to introduce combustion chamber
pressure monitoring; oxidizer temperature monitoring at the top, middle, and bottom of the tank;
thermal imaging; and high-speed plume photography. The other primary objective of phase 2 was
to test paraffin fuel grains and test a large number of wax types, additive types and concentrations,
and different anti-sloughing baffle designs and identify the most promising fuel grain
configurations for further testing. Additional tests were carried out with a second variant of the
vortex injector. A remote test site was constructed and utilized for a portion of phase 2 due to the
temporary unavailability of the primary test site, and the initially uncertain outcome of some of
the fuel mixtures.
Phase 3 was expected to encompass twelve or more test fires but was ended after six were
completed. This phase consisted of efforts to isolate as many variables as possible and conduct
repeated test fires on a small number of frozen grain configurations selected from phase 2 to certify
them for a given performance for flight, and allow for clearly supported conclusions to be drawn
about the efficacy of the selected performance enhancement methods. Unfortunately, the primary
test site became unavailable again after gathering data on only one of the three primary
configurations to be tested, and an insufficient number of personnel were available to support
operations at the remote test site. Construction of a third test facility in a better location was being
explored but would not have been available within the acceptable timeframe for data collection for
the phase 3. With phase 3 effectively ended, focus was shifted to the flight test vehicle.
4

CHAPTER II
TEST HARDWARE

2.1

Engine Selection & Overview
The first task of this research effort was to select an engine suitable for use in the sounding

rockets and begin designing other systems around this initial basis. The requirement that the engine
be compatible with sounding rocket operations ruled out any toxic or cryogenic oxidizers and gave
preference to oxidizers capable of self-pressurization near room temperature. A requirement for
the use of liquid nitrous oxide as the oxidizer was set due to the lack of laboratory support for
handling liquid oxygen or high-test peroxide. Gaseous oxidizers were not considered as they have
insufficient density to be practical for flight use. Initially, a custom-made engine was considered,
though this idea was abandoned in order to reduce risk and accelerate the test program schedule,
and a review of commercial options was begun.
Previous development of hybrid fuel grains at MSU made use of the commercial 54mm
diameter motors offered by Contrail Rockets [4,5]. In addition to being considerably below the
thrust level required for the sounding rocket program, these motors had combustion chamber
length to diameter ratios which were believed to be too low for optimal combustion efficiency as
well as the design feature of having all components held in by snap-rings. Several snap ring or
snap ring retention groove failures were observed in previous research efforts, destroying the
majority of the motor components each time and damaging the test stand structure itself on several
5

occasions. While such a system may be safe when with only the manufacturer-sourced fuel grains
at the flight rate typical for rocketry hobbyists, it was not durable or reliable enough for use in a
test program.
The larger, 75 mm-diameter motors from Contrail Rockets utilize a bolt-together design
that is significantly more robust than the 54mm monotubes, at the expense of reduced mass
fraction, while simultaneously retaining the safe and simple oxidizer fill, ignition, and oxidizer
flow start mechanism, described later in this section. The highest performing fuel grain for the
75mm hardware set with the maximum tank and combustion chamber size, the PBAN-based
M2281, was rated for sufficient thrust and impulse to meet the requirements of the parallel
sounding rocket program. These advantages, along with a relatively low $550 acquisition cost for
the entire motor hardware set, led to the decision to adopt the 75mm Contrail Motor with 3200cc
nitrous oxide tank, 18” combustion chamber, and high (5.5 Ae/A*) expansion ratio nozzle, giving
the largest amount of propellant storage possible. The rated performance values when using the
M2281 fuel grain are an impulse of 5482 Ns, a maximum thrust of 6.04 kN, and an average thrust
of 2.55 kN over a burn time of 2.1 seconds. Interestingly, none of these values were ever reached
during any of the numerous tests of M2281 fuel grains on MVTS, though one test did manage to
achieve 95% of the rated impulse while using an upgraded injector.
The design of the 75mm motor hardware is shown in Figure 2.1 below.

Figure 2.1

75 mm Contrail Motor Semi-Transparent View
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The reusable motor hardware consists of five primary components: the aluminum nozzle with
graphite throat insert, the 3 mm-thick aluminum combustion chamber skin (red), and the three
components of the semi-permanently assembled oxidizer tank assembly consisting of the “injector
baffle”, 3 mm-thick aluminum oxidizer tank skin (blue), and the forward bulkhead. Inside of the
oxidizer tank, a copper tube runs from the center connector on the injector baffle to a perforated
connector affixed to the forward bulkhead. This tube allows air to be vented from the tank during
propellant fill operations, followed by emission of liquid nitrous oxide once the tank is fully filled
with liquid nitrous oxide. The gas or liquid being vented is carried by a disposable hose attached
to a disposable fitting on the opposite side of the injector face to a flow restrictor on the test stand.
Liquid emissions produce a prominent, opaque plume that serves as a ready-to-fire indicator. The
plume can be seen about halfway up the test stand in Figure 2.2

Figure 2.2

Vent Plume in Visible and FLIR Imaging
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This can be seen in visible and IR imaging. Oxidizer enters the tank through two disposable lines
which enter the motor through the nozzle, run up the port, and connect to two of four disposable
push-to-connect fittings on the injector face. The other two fittings are bridged by a single length
of disposable hosing that does not connect to an external oxidizer supply. The oxidizer tank joints
are supported by oxidizer-compatible O-rings lubricated with Krytox-GLP-206, which is both
oxidizer compatible, and has a long operational lifespan. The screws to the tanks are sealed with a
small amount of silicone to prevent any leaks in the inner O-rings from bypassing the outer Orings on the other side of the retention screws.
A pyrotechnic igniter package consisting of an e-match from Electric Match paired with
either two or three pyrodex pellets is affixed to the each length of disposable hosing by a roughly
two-layer wrap of electrical tape, with the igniter heads of the two packages with two pellets
arranged at a 90 degree angle to the hose with respect to the long axis of the pellets, and the
remaining igniter in the three pellet assembly at a 180 degree angle. This is more than
recommended by the manufacturer but was found to be helpful for starting paraffin-based fuels.
Proper assembly and placement of the igniter assemblies helps to prevent premature oxidizer
release and allow for more consistent ignition. When ignited, the pyrodex pellets begin to burn,
releasing hot gases and sparks into the combustion chamber, volatilizing the inner layer of fuel.
The vent line hose typically bursts fairly soon after this point and starts accelerating the nascent
combustion process in the chamber. Once the primary oxidizer fill hose temperatures reach a
sufficient level, the hoses rupture and begin releasing oxidizer into the combustion chamber, and
the motor begins to start. The hoses are then ejected from the engine. This start method
significantly reduces the likelihood of a hard start, increasing safety at the expense of injector
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performance. Thrust is transferred through a groove cut into the nozzle to avoid compressing the
combustion chamber/oxidizer tank joint.

2.2

Test Stand Design & Requirements
Previous hybrid rocket research at MSU utilized the Multipurpose Solid/Hybrid Vertically

Integrated Test Stand [5]. This test stand suffered structural damage during test fire anomalies in
2016 and even if repaired would not allow for more than a few inches of ground clearance below
the nozzle of the newly acquired 75 mm motor. A new test stand would need to be designed and
built using lessons learned with MSHVITS, and which could support not only this research effort,
but future ones as well.
When beginning to design a test stand, a horizontal or vertical configuration must be
decided upon. Horizontal test stands are generally more compact, resulting in lower mass, cost,
and difficulty of movement, while providing easier access to engine hardware and instrumentation
for ground crews. MSU was already in possession of an Aerocon Systems horizontal test stand
rated for 1500 lbf, which had been used for solid rocket motor tests. Using this test stand for the
75mm hybrid motor, however, would have required significant modifications to the engine. Liquid
propellant tanks lacking an internal piston or bladder must maintain a largely upright position or
longitudinal acceleration in order to ensure that liquid is driven out of the outlet at the bottom and
not vapor. The 75 mm engine would have needed significant modifications to allow for the oxidizer
tank to be separated from the combustion chamber and stored in a vertical position. This would
complicate the problem of transferring thrust from the nozzle to a single load cell mounted on the
thrust axis, while also increasing the pressure drop and decreasing the mass flow rate of oxidizer
through the injectors, leading to performance variations between static test fires and flight
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configuration burns. With sufficient engineering effort, these concerns could have been largely
allayed, however, doing so would have largely eliminated the advantage of using a commercial
engine in the first place. In addition to this, a suitable structure through which to transfer horizontal
loads from the test stand was not available at the primary test site.
Vertical test stands allow the “test as you fly” approach, where the test stand engine
configuration is as close to flight status as possible. Thrust transfer is made easier by having the
oxidizer tank mounted on the same platform as the combustion chamber and in-line with the thrust
axis. A difficulty with this configuration is that a larger structure must be made to mount the engine
sufficiently high that there is adequate plume clearance, adding to cost and complicating mobility.
Furthermore, with the thrust directed down, a vertical test stand must have sufficient weight or
mechanical hold-down points to resist moving. The added cost and larger size of the vertical test
stand was ultimately deemed to be justified by the reduction of unknowns in thrust measurements
and ability to collect more flight-relevant data.
With a vertical configuration decided upon, a series of other requirements were formulated
for the new test stand. The stand was to be mobile without the use of lifting equipment to enable
tests at different locations depending on the associated noise and risk level, adaptable to future
work on engines with up to a 3000 lbf rating with a minimum factor of safety of 1.5, have sufficient
ground clearance for the removal of the 38” oxidizer tank while vertical, have built-in shielding
for anomaly containment, and utilize existing hold-down points at the test site. With these
requirements set, the design of the Mobile Vertical Test Stand (MVTS) began.
While removable wheels like those on MSHVITS that allowed transport of the stand while
vertical were considered, they would have needed exceptionally low ground clearance to allow the
test stand to fulfill its other requirements and still fit through the loading bay door by the test pad.
10

Low wheel clearance would have also made rolling the stand onto and off of a trailer ramp
extremely difficult, and limited movement of the stand to flat surfaces. For this reason, the test
stand was designed with large, permanently attached wheels along the back of the stand. Storage
and transportation of the test stand is done in the horizontal configuration, followed by erection to
the vertical position by test operations personnel prior to use. Due to the large mass of the test
stand, this generally requires about three able-bodied humans, and is the bounding constraint on
personnel requirements for test operations. Future modifications may add a hydraulic erection
capability. An isometric view of the MVTS CAD model is shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3

CAD Model of Superstructure and Separated (and Magnified) Core
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With mobility settled, the test stand design was broken into two primary structures: the
core, and the superstructure. The core is made primarily of 1 5/8-inch P1000T Unistrut steel beams
and contains the adjustable load cell mount and sliding engine mount, which utilize components
from the preexisting horizontal test stand. A finite-element analysis of the core was performed
using SolidWorks to ensure it could meet the required loads, followed by in-house welding and
assembly. Should the need arise, the core can be removed and function as an independent
horizontal test stand with increased load capacity and engine mounting length compared to the
earlier Aerocon Systems test stand. The thrust transfer endcaps and load cell mounting systems
are shown in greater detail in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4

Thrust Measurement Assembly and Thrust Transfer Endcaps

In its present configuration, the core can accommodate combustion chambers and tanks of
up to 4.5 inches in diameter and six feet long without overhang. Engine hardware mounts in Cush12

a-Clamps affixed to beams that slide along the lower unistrut rails of the core using low-friction
Delrin sliders provided by Aerocon Systems. This provides for a robust mounting solution while
minimizing frictional losses in thrust transfer to the load cell assembly. For use with the 75 mm
hybrid motors, an A513 steel tube with a 5-inch outer diameter and ¼-inch wall thickness is
mounted in the Cush-a-Clamps that slide along the rails parallel to the thrust axis. The bottom end
of the tube is fitted with an aluminum end cap connected by four 0.5-inch bolts with a standardized
Aeropac 75 mm motor retainer bolted onto the bottom of this component. A 3D-printed centering
ring keeps the motor aligned with the thrust axis. This allows for the engine to be mounted in the
same manner as it is in the sounding rockets, with thrust transferred directly from the nozzle to the
retainer and tube. A second aluminum end cap is mounted to the top of the aluminum tube, and
bolts onto the thrust sensor assembly while allowing data cables to pass through. The thrust sensor
assembly is described in greater detail later in this chapter. The steel thrust transfer tube and its
endcaps also serve as an anomaly containment shield. The tube assembly can survive an internal
pressure of up to 7200 psi. A series of pressure-relief vent holes and the access cutout for the
chamber pressure tap provide a combined ventilation area approximately 3.3 times the area of the
nozzle throat.
With the core design complete and the required new components under order, efforts were
shifted to the superstructure. As shown in 2.3, the superstructure comprises the structural frame
that holds the core vertically cantilevered off of its front face at a sufficient height to give at least
38 inches of clearance between the 75 mm engine nozzle and the ground when the deflector plate
is removed. This allows for the integration and removal of the engine while the test stand remains
in the vertical configuration. For vertical integration, the oxidizer tank must be inserted first and
then be connected the remainder of the engine due to the limited clearance. The superstructure was
13

designed such that, when paired with the weight of the core, engine and removable ballast, it would
have a maximum thrust to weight ratio of just under 1 at the maximum rated thrust of the M2281
fuel grain (~1350 lbf). To dampen vibrations in the structure and allow for higher thrust, four holddown points capable of withstanding over 450 lbf of tension each with a factor of safety of 1.5 are
located at the top of the structure as shown in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5

Hold-Down Points at the Top of MVTS

Cables or straps attached to these points connect to corresponding positions in the concrete
pad at the test facility. The cables on the front side of the test stand must be able to tolerate the
heat of the exhaust plume. Standard ratchet straps will fail if exposed to the plume and must be
covered by an insulating sheath. In phase 2 of the test program, the forward straps were replaced
with high-strength steel cables in areas affected by the plume that required less insulation. Three
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removable aluminum shelves included in the superstructure allow for the distribution of lead
ballast throughout the stand structure while also hosting ground support equipment connections
and serving as workbenches during setup operations. Instead of unistrut, the superstructure was
designed around 1/4” thick steel angle bar to save on costs and maximize weight. Once the final
design was modeled and simulated extensively in SolidWorks, raw materials acquisition and
fabrication of the superstructure was done by The Welding Works LLC, a local business that
underbid several material-only quotes. Upon delivery, the superstructure was painted with thick
layers of rust removing primer, “Safety Yellow” rust resistant paint, and high heat resistant black
paint in certain areas for practical as well as aesthetic reasons.

2.3

GSE, Facility, Safety
An array of support equipment facilitates MVTS operations. In the interest of streamlining

operations and reducing expenses, all equipment outside of the test stand itself and the data
acquisition cart serves dual use as ground support equipment for test stand operations as well as
sounding rocket flights. The arrangement of equipment when set up at the primary test facility is
shown in Figure 2.6.

15

Figure 2.6

Primary Test Site

Two liquid nitrous oxide tanks equipped with internal siphon tubes to draw liquid from the bottom
are connected via a braided steel hose to the solenoid box. The oxidizer flow path through the
system is shown in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7

Oxidizer Handling System

Bolted into this metal case are three nitrous oxide-compatible solenoids, two ZEX 1.8 W highflow purge solenoids, and one ZEX 16.7 W high-pressure fill solenoid, all of which are normally
closed. Opening the fill solenoid allows for liquid oxidizer to flow from the storage tanks into the
engine tank. In the event that a problem occurs and the test has to be aborted, the stand/pad purge
solenoid is opened and the contents of the engine oxidizer tank are vented to the atmosphere
through a long hose that leads away from the stand & oxidizer storage tanks. This allows the stand
to be remotely rendered inert at any time. In the event of an unconfined fire, the storage purge
solenoid would be activated to remove all oxidizer from the storage tanks as well. In the event the
stand purge solenoid fails, the storage purge solenoid can also be used to vent the test stand tank
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if the fill solenoid is also open at the expense of having to also vent the contents of the storage
tanks. Venting of the storage tanks has never been necessary as of the time of this publication. All
solenoids are semi-permanently wired to a 100-foot, multichannel cable that rests in the case. This
cable is run out to the control box.

Figure 2.8

Control Box Opened with All Switches Engaged

The control box shown in Figure 2.8 consists of a briefcase containing the oxidizer valve
and ignition control panels, as well as sufficient A-hr of 12 V lithium polymer batteries to ensure
power to the solenoids can be maintained for long enough to completely vent the tanks, even if
several test fires have been conducted since the last full charge. The umbilical from the solenoid
box quickly connects via banana plug sockets on the left side of the box. The fire control circuit in
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the control box is wired completely separately from the oxidizer control circuit, with an
independent 12 V lithium polymer battery. Insulating short circuit protection dividers between the
internal wiring connections to the banana plug sockets help to provide an additional layer of safety
in this critical system. The two-stage fire confirmation system helps to additionally prevent
accidental ignitions. An extension cable is run from the control box to the igniter power receptacle
on the test stand superstructure. A fixture is connected to the end of the ignition circuit cable to
keep its circuit closed and the igniters safed until just before oxidizer fill begins. The final
components of the control station are the blast shield, table, and chair which allow the operator to
maintain a position of minimum exposure during test operations.
Finally, the data acquisition cart is positioned on the other side of the loading bay door next
to the test pad, safely inside the building. For remote test site operations, the data acquisition cart
sits inside of a cinderblock structure next to the test stand pad. The cart contains the power supplies
for the pressure transducers, DC-coupled signal conditioner for the piezoelectric load cell, NI DAQ
and associated input board, and accommodations for a notebook computer to run the LabVIEW
data acquisition program.

2.4

Instrumentation
One of the primary goals for this research effort was to expand the amount of data collected

to enable more in-depth analysis of each test fire as previous efforts made use of only force sensor
monitoring and photo/video imaging for data capture during test fires [5]. For the initial three tests
of phase 1, data was collected solely via an Aerocon Systems strain-based load cell with a 2200
lbf measuring capacity. A load is applied to one end of the load cell that is cantilevered a small
distance off of the mounting surface on the test stand. As the load cell is deflected, the small gap
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between the load cell and test stand decreases. In calibration testing, it was determined that the
shim to provide the required gap for deflection was undersized, and the load cell end was making
contact with the mounting surface behind it, causing thrust readings to quickly level off once the
threshold for contact was made, despite increases in the applied load.
After the structural design of the test stand was proven from the initial shakedown tests,
the legacy PCB Piezotronics 208C04 force sensor taken from the MSHVITS test stand used for
the previous hybrid rocket research effort was installed in series with the Aerocon load cell already
on the test stand [5]. The 208C04 has a maximum measuring force of 1000 lbf, which is below the
rated peak thrust of the M2281, but is capable of surviving much greater, though measurements
showing a load over 1000 lbf will diverge from reality quickly. Flight test data from the Chimera
sounding rocket using the M2281 indicated that the maximum thrust was unlikely to exceed the
measuring range of the 208C04 sensor, despite the official rating. A piezoelectric force sensor
allows for more accurate and responsive thrust measurement than a typical strain-based load cell.
Compression of the piezoelectric element in the force sensor causes a potential to build up. This
potential will decay exponentially according to the time constant of the sensor, causing
measurements to drift. Typically, this would result in useful measurement times of less than 2
seconds, particularly with a dynamically varying load, preventing use of such a sensor in test fire
measurements exceeding that duration by more than a factor of two. A specialized signal
conditioner with active decay compensation is used to eliminate this decay, leaving only a very
slight linear drift.
Originally, the sliding engine mount was pre-tensioned against the thrust measuring
assembly by steel cables to prevent any sudden impacts from damaging it, as was done on the old,
MSHVTS test stand. Pre-tensioning is not necessary for operation of the 208 series force sensors,
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particularly when paired with the active signal conditioner. Further calibration testing of the two
thrust measurement devices in series indicated that, while losses were lower than when the
Aerocon load cell was improperly shimmed, there was still a divergence from load as force
increased. This was caused by the loss of tension in the cable as the thrust measuring assembly
was compressed with increasing applied load. A revised force mount was designed and installed
in which the sliding engine mount was directly bolted to the load input side of the PCB force
sensor, suspending it from the thrust measuring assembly. The Aerocon load cell remained in
place, but was eventually deactivated, as it proved to be much noisier than the PCB force sensor
and its data channel and signal conditioner would be needed for integrating other sensors. Under
the new mounting system, force measurement divergence as applied load increased was
eliminated. On some tests, a 208C05 force sensor with a 5000 lbf measuring capacity was used.
Both PCB sensors had their calibration independently validated after the completion of phase 2.
Starting with test 5, an Omega PX309-1KGV pressure transducer with a measuring range
of 0 to 1000 psi gauge was mounted to the top of the engine oxidizer tank using a preexisting port
that was originally sealed with an NPT plug by the manufacturer. This allows for the monitoring
of oxidizer pressure during propellant loading and discharge.
Beginning with phase 2, internal temperature measuring was added to the oxidizer tank. A
new access port was machined into the top bulkhead of the oxidizer tank and tapped with an NPT
thread. Omega type-T PVC-coated thermocouples were then fixed to the top middle and bottom
of a probe of approximately the same length as the oxidizer tank. The probe was then epoxied to a
modified NPT plug with a drilled-out center, with the wires of the thermocouple protruding from
the top of the epoxy-filled plug. The modified plug with its probe was then screwed into the new
access port, providing a secure pressure seal which was validated with leak tests. The oxidizer
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temperature probe allows for measuring the temperature at the top, middle, and bottom of the
engine’s tank during propellant loading and discharge.
Phase 2 additionally saw the introduction of combustion chamber pressure monitoring. A
pressure tap is machined into the injector face and leads to a 1/16” NPT port on the side of the
injector baffle as shown in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9

Combustion Chamber Pressure Tap on Injector Face and Hose to Transducer

Once the motor is assembled and mounted in the test stand, an NPT to AN adaptor is
screwed into chamber pressure tap port, and a 1’ long, braided steel hose filled with oil with a
PX309-1KGV pressure transducer attached to one end is then attached as shown on the right of
Figure 2.9. Oil is injected with a syringe and a thin tube to prevent bubbles from being present.
The oil acts to insulate the pressure transducer from the hot combustion chamber gases, and its
incompressible nature reduces the latency of pressure readings. The chamber pressure monitoring
system is accessed from a cutout in the back of the steel engine mount tube.
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240 fps video is captured by an iPhone 6 Plus on a tripod near the stand, and 120 fps video
is captured by a Polaroid Cube + mounted on the front of the test stand, facing down. FLIR thermal
imaging, and remotely operated DSLR cameras for plume imagery are located further back from
the test stand, near the control station when available.
A National Instruments data acquisition system receives the analog data from the sensors
on the test stand and converts it into a digital signal which is fed to a computer running the
LabVIEW data acquisition and storage program. The LabVIEW program used is a modified form
of that used in the previous test program [5]. Additional sensor channels were added for the
thermocouples and pressure transducers, and live plots were added to display information on the
oxidizer loading status.
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CHAPTER III
COMBUSTION THEORY

Before discussing paraffin-based fuels further, background on the combustion process in
conventional hybrid rocket fuels will be established. Unlike solid fuel rockets, where combustion
occurs as a premixed flame, hybrid rocket combustion occurs through diffusion flame fronts.
Oxidizer is injected into the combustion chamber port, ideally having the chance to vaporize before
coming into contact with the fuel volatiles. A velocity profile boundary layer then forms over the
surface of the fuel grain. The diffusion flame is held up from the surface of the fuel grain within
the boundary layer, balanced by the level of diffusion of oxidizer from above and volatilized fuel
components from below as shown in Figure 3.1 [6].

Figure 3.1

Diffusion flame profile for typical polymeric hybrid fuel combustion

Note: Image from reference [6].
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The heat reaching the fuel grain surface from the diffusion flame front is largely transported
through the turbulent boundary layer via convection, however, the radiative transfer property can
become more important for fuels that contain high-energy metallic additives. The heat applied to
the port surface causes it to liquify somewhat and release gaseous volatiles at a rate determined by
the required heat of vaporization of the fuel component and the amount of heat being transferred
into it [2]. The balance between the fuel volatile diffusion from the grain surface and the oxidizer
diffusion from the center of the port determines the closeness of the flame zone to the port surface
in a somewhat self-balancing manner. Simply increasing heat transfer only allows for increasing
the rate of regression of the port surface up to 50% before the rate of diffusion of fuel volatiles
becomes so high that a blocking effect prevents further increases in regression rate, and the
diffusion flame front begins to retreat from the port surface again [7]. The rate of regression of the
port surface can be expressed in simplified form by equation 3.1 below [1]:

(3.1)
𝞪 an n are empirically derived constants, ṙ regression rate, ṁo is oxidizer flowrate, and Aport is port
area. These are experimentally determined fit values for a particular reactant combination and
combustion chamber geometry. It can be seen that shifts in the mass flow rate of the oxidizer will
cause shifts in the mixture ratio. Therefore, throttling will involve a nonlinear variance of
combustion efficiency and products. As previously mentioned, the flame front is essentially a
mass-diffusivity-dependent phenomenon. A common issue with smaller hybrid rocket motors used
in research is inefficient oxidizer injection. It can be seen that a properly atomized oxidizer flow
is required for an effective diffusion flame front to form, and combustion efficiency is greatly
reduced by inefficient injectors. Some work has been done on using swirl/vortex injectors to
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increase the mixture efficiency and oxidizer latency in the combustion chamber. Increases in
regression rate of up to a factor of two have been reported [10].
As previously mentioned, the surface of the fuel grain can melt, creating a liquid layer in
contact with the turbulent boundary layer. Paraffin has a relatively low melting point and thus
readily forms a melt layer. However, the extremely low viscosity of hot liquid paraffin allows for
a new mode of fuel mass transfer to occur: droplet entrainment, which is illustrated in Figure 3.2
along with the ordinary diffusion flame front [1].

Figure 3.2

Droplet entrainment mechanism in paraffin fuel

Note: Image from reference [2].
(3.2)

As can be seen in equation 3.2, the mass flow rate of entrained fuel droplets is proportional
to the liquid layer thickness and dynamic pressure and inversely proportional to the surface tension
and layer viscosity. Hot liquid paraffin has a very low viscosity, and its low melting point means
that the liquid layer can be thicker as well when compared to other fuels. These features combine
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to the point where in some cases, the predominant mode of fuel mass transport to combustion
zones is by droplet entrainment. The proportion of droplet vs conventional volatilized vapor
combustion depends on the oxidizer flow rate and speed. This allows for much more rapid
regression rates of over four times that of hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene [7]. The reacting
droplets are able to move into more oxidizer-rich areas outside of the normal diffusion flame zone,
greatly increasing the area over which combustion occurs, and hence thrust. The more central
component of the oxidizer flow is often used inefficiently when only the peripheral diffusion flame
from direct port vaporization is present.
Depending on the aspect ratio of the combustion chamber and the oxidizer flux, however,
the entrained droplets can move at speeds such that they are unable to completely combust within
the combustion chamber and contribute to the expansion of thrust-producing gases in the nozzle.
The loss of these droplets represents a direct efficiency reduction in the hybrid motor system and
is one of the primary issues preventing widespread adoption of paraffin-based fuels. In highacceleration rockets, this droplet loss may be accelerated due to inertial forces in addition to
increased structural risk to the fuel grain. A flight test was conducted to determine if these losses
are pronounced when compared with static test fires and is discussed in the results section.
A simplified formula for droplet fuel mass vaporization into its surrounding diffusion flame
is given in equation 3.3 below [07]:

(3.3)
Entrained droplet size is dependent upon oxidizer mass flux, with smaller droplets at higher
mass fluxes of oxidizer.4 For a given droplet size, the latency of the unburned droplet in the
combustion chamber will be proportional to the mass flow of vaporizing fuel from the droplet that
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is combusted. It is desirable that this latency be as high as possible to ensure complete droplet
combustion within the chamber. The mass flow rate can be seen to be proportional to the mean
thermal conductivity between the gas and liquid and inversely proportional to the specific heat of
the droplet. It is also affected by the gas temperature difference from the boiling point of the droplet
and the droplet heat of vaporization as well as the heat of combustion. Incorporation of additives
that give a lower heat of vaporization, increase heat of combustion, improve thermal conductivity,
reduce the stoichiometric ratio, or reduce specific heat could be a potential path towards increasing
droplet latency, so long as these additives do not cause an unbalanced increase in the amount of
droplets and make losses worse [9]. In theory, the addition of atomized aluminum should increase
the mass burning rate of the droplets through a positive modification of all of these variables.
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CHAPTER IV
FUEL GRAIN DESIGN & MANUFACTURING

4.1

Wax Selection
Paraffin wax is available in many different grades with properties varying based on the

hydrocarbon species distribution and the presence of additives. Three different wax types were
used over the course of this research effort. The most commonly used wax was a base paraffin wax
obtained from McMaster-Carr, which was used in 11 test fires. This wax exhibits a reasonably low
shrink rate, good cohesion properties, and a relatively low melting point of about 140 ℉.
A hurricane wax, IGI 1260, was used in three tests. Hurricane waxes are formulated for
high melting points, high strength, and greater hardness compared to base paraffin. IGI 1260
achieves these properties as a result of its distillation grade, not additives, and is a straight paraffin
wax. The higher melting point of 163 ℉ and increased material strength have been speculated to
help combat sloughing and premature melting of underlying portions. Unfortunately, IGI 1260,
like most hurricane waxes has a very high shrink rate. In candle making, this is a desirable attribute,
as it facilitates release from the mold. Fuel grains produced with this method tended to exhibit
significant delamination of the paraffin from the ABS liner, resulting in increased sloughing and
generally poor overall performance. Further work is necessary to perfect fuel grain casting
methods for this wax grade.
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The second most commonly used wax was IGI 4761, used in nine test fires. This wax is made
from a paraffin grade selected for an exceptionally low shrink rate and includes the additive Vybar
103 to increase its melting point to around 159 ℉, similar to that seen in hurricane waxes. Hardness
and brittleness are also increased as a result of the presence of Vybar 103. It was hoped that the
low-shrink properties of this wax would improve the wax to liner bond and reduce the chance for
voids to form in the fuel grain.

4.2

Additives
The performance of paraffin fuels can be enhanced through the addition of additives, as is

commonly done with solid rocket motors and conventional HTPB and PBAN-based hybrid fuels.
In plain paraffin fuel grains or polymer-based fuels like HTBP, PBAN, and ABS, radiative heat
transfer is assumed to represent a small portion of the total heat transfer. However, the addition of
metal additives causes radiative heat transfer to become a primary factor [2]. Even without metallic
additives though, the high optical transmissivity of paraffin could allow for significant subsurface
heating, leading to premature softening and melting of regions deep within the grain. This can
result in sections of the fuel grain becoming sufficiently de-bonded or softened to slough off and
be ejected from the combustion chamber in bulk [5]. Aside from removing valuable unburned fuel
from the engine, these sloughing events can cause temporary spikes and drops in chamber pressure
and thrust as the nozzle throat is partially clogged during passage of the sloughed fragments in
severe cases.
In order to reduce radiative heat transfer to subsurface areas of the grain, carbon black, a
fine powder of consisting mostly solid carbon created by incomplete combustion, is used as an
additive in the role of an opacifying agent, as has been done in previous work [5]. The addition of
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carbon black increases the radiative heat transfer to the melt layer where it is desirable for
volatilizing the fuel and away from the solid portions of the fuel grain below [8]. A mixture ratio
of approximately 0.02 carbon black to wax results in a dark black, opaque mixture with properties
otherwise similar to normal paraffin. Due to its fine particle size, high surface area, and low
density, carbon black has the lowest observed rate of settling of the additives used over this
research effort, though a visible gradient in opacity was observed in tests where high pour
temperatures and slow, passive cooling were used.
Nano-to-microscale atomized aluminum is commonly used as an energizing additive or
even primary fuel for solid and conventional hybrid fuels. As mentioned at the end of the previous
chapter, the addition of aluminum to a paraffin-based fuel should increase the vaporization rate of
the entrained fuel droplets in the combustion chamber, potentially allowing for improvements in
combustion efficiency through the reduction of unburned droplet loss. The high density of
aluminum also improves the density impulse of the fuel - the amount of impulse that can be
generated by a given volume of propellant. In hybrid rockets, all of the fuel must be stored within
the combustion chamber from ignition to burnout. Increasing the density impulse allows for a
smaller total combustion chamber volume, and a corresponding decrease in the structural mass of
the chamber, improving the mass fraction. Aluminum’s high reactivity and heat of combustion
additionally lead to easier ignition and increased thrust. Finally, the oxidizer to fuel ratio for
optimal specific impulse decreases as aluminum concentration increases in aluminized paraffinfueled hybrid rockets. This can help reduce the amount of high-pressure oxidizer tankage mass
and, in the case of engine hardware designed for fuels with lower optimal oxidizer to fuel ratios
such as the Contrail 75 mm motors used in this study, improve the specific impulse of the engine
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by modifying fuel such that the maximum specific impulse point is closer to that deliverable by
the fixed oxidizer supply capability.
In the interest of consistency, atomized aluminum of an average particle size of 44 microns
was obtained from Phil’s General Store LLC, with all of it coming from the same tested batch.
Smaller particle sizes can offer increased specific impulse and reactivity, at the expense of
increased cost and lower handling safety. In the interest of safety, all aluminized fuel grains
produced contained between 12% and 20% aluminum by mass, despite higher levels having been
used in studies by other researchers, with most tests fixed at 12% aluminum by mass [11].
Aluminum’s relatively high density and the larger particle size of the batch used for this work give
it a higher observed settling rate than the other additives used in this work, making it more difficult
to use consistently as an additive.
Potassium nitrate is a moderately reactive solid oxidizer with the chemical formula KNO3.
It is commonly used as an oxidizer in fireworks, gunpowder, and hobby solid rocket motors, and
is widely available in hardware and garden stores for use as a stump removing agent. Including a
solid oxidizer in the fuel grain may seem counter-intuitive when considering hybrid rockets which
already supply a liquid or gaseous oxidizer separately, allowing for the use of more efficient
oxidizers and enhanced safety through the separation of fuel and oxidizer until propellant loading
and ignition begin. Other researchers have also explored adding solid oxidizers to hybrid rocket
fuels in the past, with a particular focus on ammonium perchlorate. These researchers were
predominantly seeking to increase the regression rate, and hence thrust, of conventional polymeric
or rubber fuels [1]. The amount of solid oxidizer needed for large modifications in the regression
rate of such fuels approaches solid-propellant mixture levels and causes the regression rate to be
significantly influenced by the chamber pressure, complicating performance prediction [1].
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Increasing the regression rate of the solid fuel grain surface was not the primary intention
for the use of potassium nitrate in this study. In small quantities (~20% by mass), however, it was
theorized that potassium nitrate might help reduce the amount of unburned paraffin leaving the
combustion chamber. It was thought that the inclusion of pre-mixed oxidizer would encourage
further volatilization and combustion, particularly in the already liquified, high surface area,
entrained droplets, resulting in improved combustion efficiency and thrust. Qualitative tests on
samples of wax with concentrations of 10% to 20% potassium nitrate by mass showed that it was
still significantly more difficult to ignite and induce a sustained combustion than in a solid motor,
with comparable safety to regular fuel grains. Higher concentrations were not tested for this and
may be possible within an acceptable safety margin, but more data would be required to ensure
this. There is an increased risk of blowback from chamber pressure exceeding tank pressure as the
potassium nitrate concentration is increased. Sufficient blowback could detonate the vapor phase
nitrous oxide in the tank if check valves were not in place. There is also a risk of the local potassium
nitrate concentration greatly exceeding the intended average concentration in some areas of the
fuel grain if care is not taken to prevent additive settling. Samples should be taken and analyzed
from different parts of the fuel grain or tailings prior to accepting a grain with significant amounts
of potassium nitrate for use. This being said, when proper care is taken, greater fabrication, storage,
and operational safety levels should be possible with mildly oxidized hybrid fuel grains compared
to solid rocket motors.
Other solid oxidizers such as ammonium perchlorate could conceivably be used,
potentially for improved performance compared to potassium nitrate, though they have not been
considered in this study in the interest of maximizing safety, lowering costs, and improving
material accessibility. Potassium nitrate, due to its relatively low density and ease of atomization
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using mechanical means such as blenders or ball mills (though clumping in ball mills remains a
potential issue requiring a proper surfactant), exhibited a lower observed settling rate compared to
atomized aluminum, though still seemingly higher than with carbon black.
A handful of tests made use of spectral tracer compounds such as copper (I) chloride and
potassium sulfate to vary the color of the exhaust plume. Levels of up to 3.5% copper (I) chloride
and up to 3% potassium sulfate, sometimes in combination, were used to a degree of success in an
attempt to shift the plume emission spectra towards the blue end of the spectrum. It was hoped that
this might provide some visual insight into the proportion of contribution of paraffin to the
combustion during the when the ignition medium (described in the next section) was still burning
in addition to a visual representation of additive contribution. Incorporation of significant plume
spectra modifiers in a paraffin-based fuel would also have commercial applications in the highpower amateur rocketry industry, where demand is high for exotic plume colorations as well as
high performance. An example of plume coloring by additive from test 15 in Figure 3.1 below.

Figure 4.1

Blue-Green Exhaust Plume Coloration from Tracer Additives
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Additives not considered in this research but studied by others include energizing agents
such as lithium hydroxide and magnesium. Polyethylene has been widely explored as a strengthenhancing agent, though it reduces the regression rate somewhat by increasing the melt layer
viscosity [12]. Expansion of the studies of these and other additives in future work at MSU and
elsewhere will continue to afford new possibilities in the design of paraffin-based fuels.

4.3

Liner & Grain Case Design
The first component of each fuel grain to be produced is the liner. The liner makes up the

exterior of the fuel grain serves to contain the paraffin fuel, provide added structural support,
insulate the thin, aluminum combustion chamber, and support such additional structures as ignition
media and anti-anti-sloughing baffles which are discussed later in this chapter. The 75 mm Contrail
motor accepts 18-inch fuel grains with outer diameters of roughly 2.75 inches. This is nearly twice
the height that can be printed on Taz 5 and Taz 6 3D printers that were available for this project.
Because of this, the liners used in this work are 3D printed in two halves made of ABS and joined
by a translucent PLA coupler as shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2

Grain Liner Halves Joined by Translucent Coupler
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Additively manufacturing the grain cases with plastics was chosen over using more standard
cardboard or phenolic liners as it allows for more complex geometries and made it easy to iterate
the design. 3D printing also allows for the liners to be very precisely fitted to the chamber diameter,
which, in combination with a layer of high-temperature grease, helps prevent combustion chamber
gases from getting between the liner and chamber wall and causing fatigue. ABS is used for the
primary body of the liner because of its higher melting point compared to most other 3D printing
materials and the fact that it can burn as a low regression rate fuel while serving as an ablative
chamber surface. Translucent PLA is used for the coupler so that it can be confirmed that there
are no gaps between the grain halves after assembly.
In previous work at MSU, unexpected burn-throughs of the 1 mm-thick ABS liner of
paraffin fuel grains lead to overheating and weakening of the combustion chamber wall to the point
of rupture in several test fires [5]. With these experiences in mind, care was taken to iteratively
settle upon a suitable liner thickness for the 75 mm motor paraffin fuel grains. The Mk I grain case
design had a conservative, 6 mm thick liner on both the top and bottom halves. This liner
demonstrated no visible erosion after the test fire. Lighter, cheaper, and less time intensive to
produce iterations were tested next. As the fuel grain regresses the most over the course of the burn
in the bottom half, the next test reduced the thickness of the upper half to a 3 mm-wall thickness
in the Mk II grain case design. After again noting negligible erosion of the liner, the 3 mm wall
thickness was applied across both halves of the fuel grain in the Mk III grain case, which
subsequently demonstrated acceptable deformation and erosion levels with no observed burnthrough. This thickness was subsequently adopted for all further fuel grain production to limit
variability, save for the two tests of the Mk VII fuel grain, which had a 2 mm-wall thickness in the
upper half. The 2 mm-upper wall thickness did not result in any burn-through and could possibly
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be re-explored in future work when additive concentration levels, which affect combustion
temperature and regression rate, are fixed. It is not recommended that the wall thickness be lower
than 3 mm in the lower half of the fuel grain when using ABS, as erosion and deformation of the
fuel grain begin to approach unacceptable levels with higher energy additive mixtures and leave
insufficient margin for further reductions.

4.4

Ignition Medium
Paraffin is more difficult to ignite than typical solid fuels used in hybrid rocket motors,

and a bulk mass of paraffin cannot easily sustain combustion under standard conditions. For this
reason, wicks are used in candles to assist in drawing up liquid paraffin near the flame front to be
volatilized into a combustible gas which can then mix with the oxygen in the air easily. This is one
of the properties that makes paraffin grains particularly safe to manufacture, handle, transport and
store. However, this property also demands that additional efforts be made to ensure both ondemand ignition start and swift buildup to peak combustion rate to avoid scrubbed tests, launches,
and wasted oxidizer in the case of slow combustion buildup. Reliable ignition was identified an
important factor in thrust curve replicability during this research effort. Some experimenters make
use of small, internal solid rocket motors to bring the combustion chamber up to temperature, begin
volatilization of the inner layer of the paraffin fuel grain, and start combustion. This requires larger
and more complex igniter assemblies that do not integrate well with the Contrail 75mm motor, as
its ignition process is also directly tied into oxidizer flow initiation and separation of the fill and
vent lines. Modifying the igniter configurations too much could disrupt the timing of the engine
start procedure. Torch ignition processes were also ruled out in this study for this reason, as well
as the fact that they require greater complexity and would place a significant mass and safety
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penalty on motors to be used for upper stages, as the torch ignition hardware would have to be
internal to either the booster interstage or the upper stage airframe.
The first attempt to ignite a paraffin fuel grain consisted of a control test with a carbon
black impregnated paraffin fuel grain. The paraffin failed to achieve complete ignition and merely
resulted in the severing of the oxidizer and vent lines, initiating oxidizer flow, while causing no
visible change in the paraffin grain other than signs of some melting near the igniter position. Test
stand video shows that a small portion of the paraffin may have burned, but the chamber does not
seem to have choked. It was clear that, as expected, additional effort would need to be employed
to obtain reliable ignition of the paraffin fuel grains. Without the ability to modify the igniter
assemblies connected to the feed lines, it was posited that ignition might be achieved by creating
an ignition medium with better ignition properties on the inside of the fuel grain that would initiate
combustion in a similar manner to standard hybrid fuel grains and allow the paraffin to take over
once the chamber conditions and the port surface volatilization had reached acceptable levels.
Ignition medium v1 was designed to have a high probability of ignition so that if later
variants did not function, tests could proceed with ignition medium v1-equipped fuel grains while
other options were considered. As previously alluded to, the issue using the typical solid rocket
motor ignition method in the 75mm Contrail Rockets engine is that mounting the motors on the
hosing bundle like the regular igniter packages would interfere with the hose burst timing. Despite
this, solid fuel ignition was deemed to be the most likely to succeed method. Ignition medium v1
was designed to use a ground up mixture of the contents of four Estes B6-4 motors mixed into a
small amount of paraffin wax as a binder and poured into the port of the existing unburnt paraffin
grain while a specialized port mold was in place to form a 1/8 inch thick layer of solid rocket fuel
covering the surface of the upper five inches of the port, where the igniters would be close enough
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to ignite the ignition medium. While this process succeeded in establishing prompt ignition start
and buildup to peak combustion chamber conditions, it roughly doubled the time to produce a fuel
grain and decreased the safety of handling, storing, and transporting the grains. With a fallback
option for ignition established, efforts were made to produce an easier to manufacture and safer
ignition medium version.
Previous research at MSU tested fuel grains made of additively-manufactured ABS plastic
with internal paraffin-filled cells of varying quantity depending on the configuration. In these fuel
grains, the entire initial interior surface of the port was an ABS wall of 1 mm thickness [5]. This
thickness was chosen as no port mold was used and the ABS wall had to be sufficiently non-porous
to contain the molten paraffin when it was injected in the final manufacturing step. The ABS, like
PBAN or HTPB-based fuels would readily ignite and then burn away to reveal the paraffin cells.
Unfortunately, due to the low regression rate of the ABS, the higher energy paraffin fuel was only
available for the less optimal, lower oxidizer flow phase of the burn.
Ignition medium v2, shown in Figure 4.3 was designed to utilize the ignition procedure of
the paraffin/ABS composite fuel grains but allow for volatilization and subsequent ignition of the
paraffin to occur as soon as possible by limiting the ignition medium to only the upper five inches
of the interior surface of the port, as in ignition medium v1. As the ignition medium would not
need to combust for long before the paraffin could ignite, the wall thickness of the ABS ignition
medium section is 1 mm in order to expose the upper 5 inches of paraffin closer to peak combustion
conditions and limit the contribution of the ignition medium to the burn. This wall thickness is
near the practical wall limit at which a stable, unsupported ABS structure can be consistently
printed by the available 3D printers, though a reduction to 0.5 mm might be possible on future
versions at the expense of more difficulty in printing. The cylindrical ignition medium has the
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same 1.4-inch internal diameter as the port mold, allowing for seamless transition between the
ignition medium and the exposed paraffin. This ignition medium is 3D printed as a single part with
the upper segment of the ABS fuel grain liner. As shown in Figure 4.3, four radial four integral
radial vanes of 2 mm wall thickness connect the ignition medium to the liner. This increased
thickness was chosen to prevent the premature burn-through and ejection of large masses of plastic,
which was a problem in previous work at MSU [5]. The production process of ignition medium
v2-equipped grains requires no increase in fabrication steps or man-hours, and maintains the same
manufacturing, handling, and storage safety standards held by typical paraffin fuel grains.

Figure 4.3

Grain Halves with Ignition Medium v2 (Top) and Ignition Medium v3 (Bottom)
Transparent View
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Ignition medium v3 uses the same principle as ignition medium v1, except that it is one
inch shorter and the upper three inches are 1.6 inches in diameter, while the lower inch tapers to
the standard 1.4-inch port diameter. This taper up to an increased diameter was necessary to allow
the paraffin fuel grains to fit the larger 5/16-inch hose fittings needed for the version 2 vortex
injectors. Ignition medium v3 reduces the ignition medium area by approximately 10% and
increases the initial area of exposed paraffin in the port by approximately 13% while reducing the
total fuel volume by approximately 3%. As ignition medium v2 seemed to be sufficient for ignition
of the paraffin, the slightly reduced ignition medium area was believed to be enough and would
help to keep the fuel volume difference to a minimum while increasing the initial exposed paraffin
surface area. For the sake of commonality, all fuel grains were switched to ignition medium v3
after test 20. Ignition medium v3 adds a step to the fuel grain post-processing in which the paraffin
that gets between the 1.4-inch diameter port mold and the larger diameter ignition medium must
be pried off manually. Care must be taken to avoid leaving a thin layer of paraffin over the ignition
medium, as this may inhibit its efficacy. Despite this added step, the v3 ignition medium remains
safer and easier to implement than ignition medium v1. Further testing would be needed to
ascertain whether increased initial exposed paraffin area or downstream ignition medium area was
more important to performance.

4.5

Anti-Sloughing Baffles

As previously mentioned, one of the primary issues with paraffin fuel grains is the sloughing off
and subsequent loss of unburned fragments of the fuel. In addition to losing solid masses of
paraffin, it is possible that portions of the liquid boundary layer can also be prematurely swept off
by the flow within the chamber. It was theorized that the loss of solid fragments of the fuel was
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primarily influenced by three factors: radiative heat transfer causing premature melting or
softening of subsurface sections of the fuel grain, which is partially dealt with by the inclusion of
carbon black as an opacifying agent, delamination between the fuel and liner or along seams in the
crystalline structure of the paraffin, and the inclusion of voids or other imperfections in the paraffin
matrix. Previous work attempted to reduce this effect by compartmentalizing the paraffin into cells
within ABS retaining walls. Thrust curve data showed an increase in instability with the increase
in cell count, likely due to burnthrough and ejection of the thin, ABS baffle walls. Furthermore, a
decrease in in thrust and total impulse and an increase in fuel remaining after the burn was observed
[5]. One of the initial goals of this research effort was to minimize the instability brought on by
sloughing while at the very least seeing no decrease in thrust or total impulse.
The total regression of fuel in the grains over the burn increases with distance from the
injectors. The ignition medium provides substantially increased surface area for paraffin to liner
bonding. Due to this, initial efforts to develop and test anti-sloughing structures were limited to
the segment of the fuel grain comprising the lower half.

Figure 4.4

Baffle Version 1 in the Mk IV Fuel Grain, Bottom View, Baffle Version 2 Bottom
View, Baffle Version 2 Isometric View.
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The first anti-sloughing baffle design was tested in the Mk. IV fuel grain case design shown
on the left of Figure 4.4. 16 baffles with 2 mm wall thickness run in the axial direction between
the grain bottom and start of the coupling section and are radially distributed evenly. Four of the
baffles extend radially from the liner wall to the inner diameter of the port, with another four
extending half this radial distance and the remaining eight extending only on quarter of this
distance. The distribution of the radial extend of the baffles was chosen such that the bonding area
and support to the paraffin would increase as the radial distance from the port increased, as this
limits the extent to which the baffles would interfere with mixing in the chamber over the burn and
provides the greatest amount of protection to the portions near the liner where delamination was
most frequently observed and the paraffin has to endure the most amount of heat absorption and
subsequent weakening before it was time for it to be burned. Test fire data showed reduced
sloughing and subsequently increased stability, but at the expense of a 20% reduction in total
impulse with respect to a control test with no baffles and a similar fuel mixture these results are
discussed further in the results chapter.
The second baffle design tested is shown on the middle and right of Figure 4.4 and is
utilized in the lower half of the Mk V, Mk VI, and Mk VII fuel grain cases. This design is identical
to the previous baffles except that the four largest baffles in the previous design were resized to be
identical to the midsize baffles. Indications of improved stability were observed in initial tests, and
no significant change in impulse could be attributed to the new baffles. A more in-depth
investigation into the performance properties of this design is given in the results section. This
baffle design was standardized for subsequent fuel grains in order to focus on testing different
additive mixtures and injectors. This baffle design was later incorporated into the upper half of a
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ignition medium v2-equipped fuel grain in the three tests of the Mk VII fuel grain case but was
not explored further due to excessive retention of unburned paraffin in the upper half of the grain.
It is expected that testing of new anti-sloughing structures could result in further
improvements in thrust stability and impulse, particularly via the inclusion of structures optimized
for the upper half of the fuel grain. Inertial loads during flights may increase the rate of sloughing,
potentially requiring the inclusion of hoop baffles positioned normal to the axial baffles.

4.6

Fabrication
Once liner halves are printed, they are test-fitted to the translucent PLA coupler. The PLA

coupler is then sanded until the liner halves meet without a gap. The PLA coupler is then
permanently epoxied into place, and the assembly is compressed to cure. Ensuring fuel grain length
is accurately replicated is important for the prevention of seepage of hot, combustion chamber
gases between the liner and the vulnerable combustion chamber wall. The relatively rough outer
surface of the ABS sections of the fuel grain is then polished with a cloth soaked in acetone to
produce a smooth outer surface that will slide easily into the combustion chamber and can be easily
cleaned off after use for more accurate weighing. With this done, the paraffin additives are
measured out and the grain fill procedure begins.
Consistent and easy to execute fabrication of paraffin grains is necessary for good test fire
data collection and reliable flightworthiness certification. Paraffin has a relatively high shrink rate
as it solidifies and cools of about 12% or more. This can lead to voids in the fuel and delamination
from the grain liner. Improper pouring of the wax can also lead to air bubble inclusions. Paraffin
wax is a brittle crystalline solid at room temperature, and provisions must be made in the
manufacturing process such that the fuel grain is easy to remove from any molds or equipment
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without the use of excessive force or shock, which could cause cracking and other defects. Finally,
the wax must be frozen sufficiently quickly to prevent extensive settling of any included additives.
With these factors in mind, a series of grain filling apparatuses were made.
The Mk. I fuel grain filling apparatus, shown in Figure 4.5, has design heritage from a grain
filling apparatus devised for previous research at MSU in that it uses a vacuum-driven paraffin fill
process which effectively eliminates bubbles. Paraffin is melted on a double boiler and mixed with
additives. Once the wax reaches the desired pouring temperature, typically near the freezing point
to minimize shrinkage and freezing time, a mild vacuum is drawn on the chamber and the resultant
pressure difference smoothly draws the low-viscosity, molten paraffin through a hose and into an
input port on the base of the apparatus. The wax level slowly and evenly rises, with its rate
controlled by a manually operated valve on the vacuum pump, and is allowed to fill not only the
grain, but also the majority of the vacuum chamber. Once the wax has reached the desired level,
the pump is shut down and a valve at the input port of the base is closed. The grain is then allowed
to cool.
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Figure 4.5

Mk I Grain Filling Apparatus before and after Paraffin is Sucked In

As the paraffin cools and contracts, the excess liquid paraffin in the vacuum chamber moves into
the grain liner and usually fills any serious voids that would be visible. Typically, the grains were
left to cool at room temperature. When production of the first aluminized fuel grains began, an
attempt was made to limit settling by freezing the fuel grains. The grain filling apparatus was
placed in the walk-in freezer at 0°F for periods of 10 to 30 minutes after cessation of paraffin draw.
Even 10-minute cooling periods proved to cause excessive shrinkage of the wax, resulting in
severe delamination. The disassembly process was significantly easier, however, and more rapid
cooling was still required to enable consistent additive distributions. Post processing to fill small
voids at the top and bottom of the grain was sometimes necessary with the Mk. I design.
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Figure 4.6

Mk II Filling Apparatus Mixing, Filling, and Active Cooling Operations

The Mk II fuel grain filling apparatus, shown in Figure 4.5, incorporates design changes to
facilitate controlled cooling of the fuel grain. A thin-walled, hollow, aluminum port mold connects
to a sealed receptacle on the base and the top bulkhead of the vacuum chamber. Disposable latex
gaskets and wax seal the interface between the hollow port molt and the base, whereas a tacky tape
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ring seals the mold interface at the top. The entire assembly is compressed by a threaded rod with
retaining bolts on the outside of the assembly to ensure all O-rings and other sealing devices are
properly seated. Wax is fed into the assembly in the same manner as in the Mk. I design. Once the
assembly has been filled with paraffin, a receptacle at the top of the vacuum chamber leading to
the interior of the hollow port mold is connected to the output hose of a submerged pump in a
water bath. Another hose is connected to an outlet on the base of the apparatus, which also leads
to the hollow port mold. The pump is then activated and begins circulating cooling water through
the port mold. A foam sponge inside the vacuum chamber collects any water droplets that may get
through the 3D-printed top of the device. The liquid paraffin is cooled from the inside-out, ensuring
the greatest shrinkage occurs near the port and not along the liner, reducing the delamination issues
that occur when cooling the grain from the outside-in. The large, water-cooled aluminum base
serves a heat sink, and helps cool the grain in a bottom-up manner in addition to the previously
mentioned inside-out bias. This should help to avoid the formation of voids and encourage excess
paraffin in the vacuum chamber to settle into the grain as the wax begins to shrink. When cooled
with room temperature water, the fuel grain may be removed after 15 to 20 minutes of cooling.
Gelling of the paraffin mixture and effective cessation of additive settling is believed to occur prior
to the 10-minute mark for most of the grain. Complete gelling does not occur for up to an hour in
passively cooled grains. Some grains were produced using ice water in the cooling loop in an effort
to reduce the amount of additive settling further and make disassembly easier. The rapid cooling
rate, however, generally resulted in delamination along the grain liner and weakening of the fuel
grain. Removal of the port mold is facilitated by briefly heating it from the inside to release the
wax bond. Once the fuel grains have had any excess wax trimmings removed, they are weighed,
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labeled, and stored. The more controlled conditions of the Mk. II apparatus have essentially
eliminated the need to back-fill visible voids at the top of the grains.
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CHAPTER V
THEOERETICAL ANALYSIS & DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURE

5.1

Initial Performance Predictions from Chemical Equilibrium with Applications
In order to accurately predict the performance of a rocket combustion chamber and nozzle,

it is necessary to know the properties of the reaction products throughout the system. The NASAdeveloped program Chemical Equilibrium with Applications (CEA) is used in this research effort
for providing the basic theoretical performance metrics to which the data is compared. CEA
models the complex chemical equilibrium states in high pressure, high temperature combustors.
The rocket option in CEA takes the combustion product output and iterates to account for the
instantaneous chemical equilibrium conditions and gas properties to find the engine performance
parameters from combustion to nozzle exit. The rocket option has two sub-options: infinite area
combustor (IAC) and finite area combustor (FAC). The IAC model should generally give an upper
estimate for the performance, and the FAC model should give a lower end. The difference is largely
determined by any difference in velocity between the two at the combustion chamber inlet, which
should increase as the contraction ratio of the nozzle decreases. The FAC model calculates
combustion properties at two points, the injector side of the combustor and just before the nozzle
inlet and assumes constant area. The IAC model assumes combustion occurs at a point of infinite
area. Homogenous mixing is assumed in all models, and no velocity lag is assumed for condensed
species. For this work, the IAC model is used, as the area of the chamber varies over the course of
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the burn, and assuming infinite area simplifies the analysis, while avoiding making the predicted
performance dependent upon too many inputs with low levels of certainty [13].
CEA may be run directly through the command interface of a computer on which it is
installed, through the online CEArun system, or through the CEAgui version, which uses a
Javascript GUI to allow for a more intuitive user experience. Unfortunately, the CEAgui system
is no longer supported or recommended, and issues were had getting it to run on some of the
computers used in this work. For the sake of reliability and compatibility across platforms, CEArun
was used to interface with CEA for this work. The ion and transport property options were not
used for any of the calculations performed in this study. Combustion chamber pressure, oxidizer
to fuel mass ratio (O/F), nozzle supersonic area ratio, reactant species, and fuel reactant proportions
were input to obtain predictions for the various desired configurations being studied. For fuel
reactant species, the built-in paraffin option (paraffin), crystalline aluminum (Al(cr)), potassium
nitrate (KNO3), and carbon (C) options were selected. The default nitrous oxide (N2O(298))
selection was used for oxidizer on all runs. When prompted, the reactant temperatures were left at
their default setting of 298.15K. Supersonic area ratio was always set to the approximate value of
5.5 unless solving for the best-case performance at sea level ambient pressure with an optimized
nozzle, in which case a pressure ratio equal to the chamber pressure divided by standard
atmospheric pressure was used to define the nozzle parameters.
An initial set of runs was done for all of the fuel mixtures to be tested in the test program
for O/F values ranging from 1 to 9.5, and chamber pressure values fixed at 380 psi, corresponding
roughly to the peak chamber pressures seen in previous testing in this research effort. The specific
impulse (Isp) in m/s at the design conditions of the 5.5 area ratio nozzle for the given chamber
conditions was recorded and divided by 9.81 m/s2 to nondimensionalize it by length. The result is
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plotted against the O/F value on the left of Figure 5.1 for fuels containing only paraffin and
aluminum and on the right of Figure 5.1 for fuels containing combinations of paraffin, potassium
nitrate, and aluminum.

Figure 5.1

Specific Impulse at Ambient Design Pressure vs O/F for the Fuel Blends Tested

It can be seen that increases in aluminum concentration cause a modest improvement in
specific impulse, while reducing the peak O/F value. Performance is relatively flat for values that
fall within +/- 1.5 of the peak O/F and drops off more steeply as O/F decreases. The O/F value for
fuel blends including potassium nitrate is technically the liquid to solid propellant ratio, as the
potassium nitrate is also an oxidizer. Using this convention makes it easier to compare the
performance of similar systems running different fuel mixtures with and without solid oxidizer.
As expected, the inclusion of potassium nitrate decreases the theoretical efficiency of the engine
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somewhat and decreases the pseudo-O/F value for peak performance, though at a lesser rate than
the inclusion of aluminum does, surprisingly. Adding aluminum to fuel mixtures containing
potassium nitrate raises the efficiency back up to levels similar to the plain paraffin or aluminized
paraffin blends and further decreases the optimal O/F value, with a 15% Al, 20% KNO3 fuel blend
providing an approximately 42% decrease in the optimal O/F value, which is useful when
modifying systems with fixed oxidizer capacities for different fuels, as is the case in this research
effort.
5.2

CEA Output Performance Surface Visualization and Interpolation
To better visualize the performance space of the engine and reduce the amount of time

spent manually inputting values into CEA, a database of theoretical performance values generated
by CEA for the most interesting fuel blends across chamber conditions of interest was produced,
and a MATLAB program was written to interpolate an approximate CEA output value for a given
chamber pressure and O/F value for a given fuel blend. The use of interpolation across a precomputed database also decreases the runtime and computational resources needed to analyze
large sets of conditions of interest. Data was generated for chamber pressures ranging from 100 to
500 psi and O/F values ranging from 1.5 to 7 for each fuel blend.
Of the information output by CEA, specific impulse (Isp) at the real nozzle design
conditions, vacuum specific impulse (Ivac), exit pressure (pe), and specific impulse (Isp) at the
design conditions of a nozzle optimized for sea level pressure are recorded for the database.
Typically, specific impulse is expressed in a length-nondimensionalized format and given units in
seconds by diving by the standard gravitational acceleration of Earth’s surface. CEA, however,
gives this value in dimensions of m/s by default. Diving by 9.81 will return the units to the more
conventional format. Furthermore, the output in CEA described as specific impulse (Isp) refers to
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the specific impulse of the engine when operating in an environment where the ambient pressure
is equal to the pressure at the nozzle exit. In this case, specific impulse is equal to exhaust velocity.
CEA calculates the increased specific impulse for vacuum ambient conditions (Ivac), which is
equal to the effective exhaust velocity in vacuum conditions, using equation 5.1 [13].

(5.1)
Knowing these two specific impulse values along with the CEA-calculated exit pressure
allows for back-determining the CEA-predicted mass flow rate, given the known throat area (A*)
of the nozzle. This information can then be put back into equation 5.1 along with an ambient
pressure value of 1 atmosphere to approximate the nozzle losses for a given set of chamber
conditions and find the predicted performance of the engine at the ambient conditions of the test
stand environment. This value may be compared to the value of Isp found for a nozzle with a sea
level optimized expansion ratio to determine the extent to which nozzle losses should reduce the
performance at ambient conditions of the test site compared to an optimized nozzle. The predicted
mass flow rate may also be used to find the characteristic velocity (C*) in lengthnondimensionalized units using equation 5.2.

(5.2)
While CEA gives C* in m/s as part of the output, since the desired parts of the output must
be manually entered into the results matrix for each fuel blend, it saves time to simply use
information already entered to automatically calculate its value. The fuel blend matrix with its two
columns of inputs corresponding to chamber pressure and O/F and four columns of recorded
outputs from each CEA run is then saved as a CSV file.
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Within the MATLAB program, the length-nondimensionalized Isp including predicted
nozzle losses for the Contrail nozzle and Isp for a sea-level optimized nozzle, along with the
predicted mass flow rate and C* value, are calculated using the methods described in the previous
paragraph. 3D surface plots for both the predicted loss Isp and optimal nozzle Isp are shown in
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 These surfaces represent the solution spaces for the theoretical performance of
a hybrid motor over which the MATLAB program will interpolate.

Figure 5.2

Performance Space for Paraffin Grain with 15% Aluminum with Nozzle Losses
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From the surface plot, it can be seen that the chamber pressure is the dominant variable
within the range of conditions expected within a given test fire. O/F, the axis on the right, has a
noticeable, but more subdued effect. Even without nozzle losses, O/F variation still remains less
important than chamber pressure variation for the specific impulse. Figure 5.2 shows a 2D plot of
the specific impulse vs chamber pressure for a 15% aluminum fuel blend with either the sea level
optimized nozzle or the Contrail nozzle. It can be seen that the even with an optimized nozzle, the
chamber pressure has an important effect on the theoretical performance. Nozzle inefficiencies do
not become terribly significant until the chamber pressure drops to around 200 psi, after which
they worsen dramatically.
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Figure 5.3

Specific Impulse Drop from Pressure-Related Losses

With the initial data established, the MATLAB program then performs a dual variable
linear interpolation to find an approximate theoretical value for the specified input. The input file
contains the chambers pressures and O/F values for which data is desired, and the fuel mixture
composition percentage, which tells the program which CEA result matrix to interpolate data from.
Once the interpolated values have been computed, additional calculations to find the percent by
which the Contrail nozzle would be overexpanded, the percentage of performance lost to nozzle
losses, and the predicted total mass burned (if using burn averaged input data). The results can
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then either be plotted in MATLAB or written to a CSV output file for importing into a separate
MathCAD 15 sheet for further processing or comparison.

5.3

MathCAD 15 Individual Test Fire Data Processing
A MathCAD 15 sheet is used to process the raw data for each test individually. First, a

CSV file containing the raw data from the LabVIEW VI is read in, and the voltages from the PCB
force sensor, tank pressure transducer, chamber pressure transducer, and tank thermocouples are
assembled into independent arrays. The user must then input the ambient pressure and temperature
at the time of the test fire as well as the pre-and-post-test fire fuel grain mass. From there, a tare
reading is taken from the pressure transducers over a 30 second interval near the start of data
collection during which they should both be reading atmospheric pressure, as propellant loading
has not yet begun. Once the voltages have been tared to the same point of origin, they are multiplied
by the rated transducer conversion factor from V to psi, which is about 10050 for the PX3091KGV transducers used in this study. The resulting pressure in psi is then re-baselined from 0 psi
to user input ambient pressure to convert the readings from gauge to absolute pressure. This 1000
Hz data is then smoothed with a 42-point moving average to remove noise picked up by the test
stand wiring harness.
The thermocouple data is then processed in a similar manner to the pressure data. Average
tare values are gathered at the beginning of the data set, a 500-point moving average of the raw
data is applied, and the result is multiplied by a conversion factor of about 26760 degrees K per
volt. 273.15 is then added to the result. Next, the user-provided ambient temperature in Kelvin is
added and the tare factor, converted to Kelvin, is subtracted.
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A new array of additionally-smoothed chamber pressure is then produced for use in the
event-seeking portion of the MathCAD sheet. A series of pressure thresholds for igniter pulse, true
engine ignition, propellant load start, engine burnout, and propellant load completion which were
tuned from manually analyzing several test fires are used to guide search loops that look through
the chamber, tank data, or thermocouple data and capture the indices of the datapoints
corresponding to the event occurring. For example, just prior to oxidizer load completion, the cool
liquid nitrous oxide makes contact with thermocouple just below the top of the oxidizer tank and
causes discontinuous drop in its temperature reading. This makes the top thermocouple very useful
for determining the duration of propellant load. Plots, shown in Figure 5.3 show the user if the
event seeking loops have worked properly or if the thresholds need to be modified because of
irregularities with a test fire. With a properly solved index, the plots will automatically center the
event in question on the x-axis.

Figure 5.4

Event Index Confirmation Plots

The burn time and ignition delay are then calculated from these indices. The indices for
ignition charge pulse, true ignition, and burnout are then used to define taring ranges of zero thrust
immediately before and after the burn for the raw PCB force sensor data. The average value of the
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mild signal decay that occurs over the burn and, more importantly, the change in weight of the
engine as it burns propellant are found. The results are then processed through Equation 5.3.

(5.3)
The conversion factor for the PCB 206C04 force sensor, the one most commonly used, is
approximately 200 lbf/mV. The moving average covers 20 points of the 1000 Hz PCB data for
each new value. Impulse is then found by numerically integrating the thrust over the course of
the burn with respect to time from the point of ignition to the point of burnout using Equation
5.4.

(5.4)
The Impulse is also expressed as a percentage of the 5482 newton*second-rated impulse
of the M2281 hybrid motor grain that is sold for the 75 mm Contrail motor, and upon which the
performance goals were baselined. This tends to make comparisons between the performance of
many different tests easier.
Next, the raw PCB data is scanned for a sudden drop in voltage occurring near the identified
index for oxidizer load start. This may be caused by a change in hose tension when they pressurize.
In any event, the baseline of the PCB data shifts down. Since the engine is mounted on a freely
sliding platform that is directly suspended from the thrust measuring assembly, the engine is
effectively weighed 1000 times per second. When the PCB data is re-baselined to account for the
jitter at the start of oxidizer loading and multiplied by the conversion factor, the amount of oxidizer
in the tank can be roughly determined. The approximate oxidizer flowrate is also determined by
taking the numerical derivative of the approximate oxidizer mass. In test 19, there was an
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agreement to within 5% for oxidizer load predicted using density determined by thermocouple
data and the load determined using the PCB data, but many tests vary by as much as 40% or more.
It was expected from the beginning that oxidizer weighing would be inaccurate. Factors such as
thermal drift in the PCB sensor, the amount of tension in the oxidizer feed lines, and decay of the
PCB readings over time contribute to inaccuracy. The duration for oxidizer loading is generally
on the order of one to two minutes, which is enough time for the signal to easily be damped out.
Accuracy with the PCB force sensor increases significantly as the duration of the event which is
being measured decreases.
As the PCB oxidizer measurements have too much uncertainty to be useful, a density-based
oxidizer mass is computed for each test. The volume of the Contrail oxidizer tanks is rated at 3.2L.
Dimensional measurements of the tank conducted during inspection and maintenance back up this
value. The density of liquid nitrous oxide is largely determined by its temperature. The
thermocouples in the oxidizer tank are used to provide an average temperature reading for the
oxidizer in the tank, taken during the 4 seconds leading up to ignition. This is then used to linearly
interpolate the corresponding density from a table of nitrous oxide properties. The resulting density
is then multiplied by the volume, and the mass value is stored. The pressure in the run tank just
prior to ignition cannot be used to interpolate the density of nitrous oxide, as it does not actually
represent the vapor pressure, as the run tank provides overpressure that would corrupt this
calculation.
A number of burn-averaged statistics, such as the average specific impulse, average O/F,
average thrust, and oxidizer temperature at time of ignition are calculated. Average specific
impulse is calculated by equation 5.5.
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(5.5)
The processed data for thrust, chamber pressure, tank pressure, and tank temperatures is
extracted and put into new arrays sized such that ignition occurs at index 1000, and the data ends
2000 indices after the index for burnout. Now that the trimmed data is much easier to manipulate
in bulk without crashing MathCAD, it is written to a CSV file for export to the test data synthesis
program.

5.4

MathCAD 15 Test Data Synthesis
The test data synthesis MathCAD sheet imports and sorts the data from all of the test fires

and allows for comparing the data, which is now all pre-processed and time-normalized such that
ignition events are synchronized. All test data is sorted to be retrievable by either putting its TestID
(the test number, from 1 to 36) in a function or using its TestID to call an index in an array. Tables
can be called up to compare the averaged burn statistics. A few additional properties for the
average burn conditions, are calculated. C* star, a metric of combustion efficiency, is calculated
by numerically integrating the chamber pressure over the course of each burn with respect to the
time step and multiplying it by the throat area divided by the mass of propellant expelled and g, as
shown in Equation 5.6. A very small additional force has to be added to the denominator to prevent
a divide by zero error when the loop comes across a zero value, indicating that data is missing
from that test.

(5.6)
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Another calculated property is the time it takes to go from ignition to peak chamber pressure.
A large block of the sheet is devoted to calculating the volume that could be filled with
paraffin for each type of fuel grain and using data on the intended additive concentrations to
determine what the true additive mass percentages are if no voids were present in the fuel grain.
The mass of the liner is calculated and subtracted from the initial fuel mass, then paraffin fuel
mixture “parablend” density is calculating using the approximate volume available for that grain
type and the non-liner mass. This is detailed in Appendix B.
The average chamber pressure, impulse, initial and final fuel mass, %Al, %KNO3, initial
oxidizer mass, and burntime are assembled into an output matrix which is exported to the
MATLAB CEA output interpolation program. Impulse and burntime are not technically needed
for the primary purpose of the MATLAB program, but are included to allow for computing and
plotting some extra statistics in MATLAB if the user desires. The output data from the MATLAB
program is then imported back into to the synthesis MathCAD sheet. From this, the nozzle losses
for a given test can be computed, along with the general impulse and combustion efficiency.
Submatrix functions are defined to allow the user to easily select test fire statistics grouped
by intended additive concentration, test phase or subphase, or whether or not the test was a known
outlier. Automated plots are available which allow the user to quickly input two or three desired
statistics to plot and then scatter the data and color-code the points according to different possible
groupings. This makes analyzing the relationships between dozens of statistics across the more
than 36 tests much more manageable.
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5.5

MathCAD Flight Test Engine Performance Analysis
The flight test engine performance analysis MathCAD sheet is provided in Appendix II.

Flight data recorded from one of the two flight computers onboard the engine demonstrator rocket
So Long and Thanks for All the Fish is imported from a CSV output file generated from the
AltusMetrum ground station software and separated into arrays for time, static pressure, barometer
altitude, IMU-calculated velocity, and axial acceleration. All of these values are recorded at 100
Hz instead of the 1000 Hz data rate at which the test stand data acquisition system operates. The
other data channels are not currently used for the post-flight engine performance analysis.
Originally, an onboard data acquisition system was planned to allow for collection of tank
temperature, tank pressure, and combustion chamber pressure data. However, time constraints
necessitated the descoping of the onboard data collection systems. The mass of So Long and
Thanks for All the Fish over the course of the flight is approximated by assuming a linear mass
flow rate of fuel and oxidizer over the burn time reported by the flight computer. As there was
insufficient time to integrate the in-flight data acquisition computer into So Long and Thanks for
All the Fish, temperature and pressure readings are not available for the oxidizer tank. The density
of the oxidizer is approximated by assuming roughly 20 degrees Celcius as the oxidizer
temperature, which should roughly correspond to the pressure sought on the analog tank gauges,
and the mass of oxidizer is calculated using the known volume. Only the axial accelerometer data
is needed for basic thrust analysis, and no re-baselining is needed, as once the rocket is in flight,
the only forces contributing significantly to the axial accelerometer’s readings are the thrust and
drag body forces. Volumetric forces, such as gravity, are by nature not read by the axial
accelerometer unless the rocket is stationary, and a normal force is subsequently being applied to
the flight computer by its mount. The body force experienced by the rocket is then determined by
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multiplying the estimated mass of the vehicle at a given point in time by the acceleration given by
the axial accelerometer.
Weather data from the local airport near the time of launch is used to build an atmosphere
model incorporating humidity, pressure, and temperature up to the apogee of the flight. From this
model, an air density value is generated for each time index of the flight data. Because So Long
and Thanks for All the Fish was designed for much larger engines than the aluminized paraffin
grain-equipped 75 mm Contrail motor, it never reached velocities which would result in
significantly compressible flow. Therefore, the incompressible drag equation should be applicable,
and the coefficient of drag should remain constant as long as the geometry of the vehicle does not
change (as it does when deployment events occur). The coast phase of the flight after engine
burnout and prior to apogee provides an excellent set of data over which to calculate the coefficient
of drag for So Long and Thanks for All the Fish. During this phase of the flight, the only significant
contributor to the axial accelerometer readings is the aerodynamic drag. Using the calculated
density of the air at each given time step, the resultant drag coefficient is calculated using equation
5.7.

(5.7)
As seen in Figure 5.3, the drag coefficient remains essentially constant with respect to both time
and velocity, with an average value of about 0.35 when the frontal area is used as a reference area.
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Figure 5.5

Drag Coefficient vs Time and Velocity, Respectively

The coefficient of drag over the coast phase averaged and used to compute the drag force
experienced by So Long and Thanks for All the Fish at each index of recorded flight data using
equation 5.8.

(5.8)
The computed drag at each time index is then subtracted from the accompanying body force
reading, leaving only the thrust, which is shown in the results section.
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CHAPTER VI
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6.1

Test Matrices and Test Program Overview
Over the course of this research, 36 static test fires were conducted, and a single test flight

was made. The basic parameters of each test, along with the recorded impulse are shown in the
test matrices in Tables 6.1 for commercial PBAN tests and 6.2 for paraffin tests, respectively.
Table 6.1

Commercial PBAN Fuel Grain Test Matrix

TestID Program Fuel

Injector

Chamber Tank

Tank

Impulse

% Rated

Pressure

Pressure

Temp

(N*s)

Impulse

Phase

Batch

Type

1

1a

1

Vortex1 n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

2

1a

1

Vortex1 n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

3

1b

1

Vortex1 n/a

n/a

n/a

3404

62%

4

1b

1

Vortex1 n/a

n/a

n/a

3827

70%

5

1b

1

Vortex1 n/a

yes

n/a

4432

81%

6

1b

1

STD

n/a

yes

n/a

4517

82%

7

1b

1

STD

n/a

yes

yes

4761

87%

8

2a

2

STD

yes

yes

yes

3490

64%

9

2a

2

STD

yes

yes

yes

3477

63.4%
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Table 6.1 (continued)
10

2a

2

Vortex2 yes

yes

yes

4431

80%

14

2a

1

Vortex2 no

no

no

no

no

16

2a

1

Vortex2 no

yes

yes

4490

82%

22

2a

1

Vortex2 no

yes

yes

4775

95%

The test phases in the test matrices are broken into two subgroups each, to mark the change
in a major variable. Phase 1a consisted of shakedown tests and had the earlier version of the thrust
measurement assembly that had losses. In phase 1b, the improved thrust measurement assembly
incorporating the PCB C08204 sensor was added. Phase 2a consists of 6 tests at the primary test
site and tests at the remote test site. In phase 2b, operations reverted to the primary test site and
significant performance losses were noted and 6 tests were performed. In phase 3a, two tests were
performed during attempts to develop procedures to minimize the variables between tests. Phase
3b consisted of tests conducted with a high degree of similarity in fuel fabrication and operations
procedures.
M2281 fuel grain performance was highly variable across tests. Fuel grains with aluminum
from two different batches were provided by the manufacturer. Initial tests with the version 1
vortex injector show a drop in performance, associated with a lower oxidizer mass flow rate due
to the more constrained orifices. Standard injector tests with batch 1 grains show higher
performance, though not significantly higher than the best of the version 1 vortex tests. Test 8 and
9 show fairly low performance. It was thought that this might be due to switching to the brand new
208C05, 5000-lbf rated force sensor, which has the exact same outer dimensions and mounting
methods as the 208C04, but testing by PCB Piezotronics showed the 208C05 sensor to be in proper
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calibration. PCB force sensor data was not collected on tests 1 or 2, as those were mostly focused
on demonstrating test operations and proving out the test stand structure. Test 14 was the first test
at the remote site, and an issue with the wiring harness caused by inexperience with the remote
test site and a lack of access to lab equipment resulted in the loss of all data. For tests 16 and 22, a
wiring issue with the chamber pressure transducer resulted in the loss of that data channel. These
tests showed possible signs of improved performance with the version 2 vortex injector. The fuel
grains with aluminum additive from batch 2 show a potential decrease in performance, although
the uncertainty in the M2281 data set is high, and this could merely be due to unusual outliers in
performance. The average performance of the M2281 fuel grains was approximately 77% of the
rated performance, or 80% if tests 8 and 9 are not included, though there is not good reason to
believe they should be excluded.
Table 6.2

Custom Paraffin Fuel Grain Test Matrix

TestID Program Wax

Casting

Ignition

Phase

Type

Method

Medium Version Al KNO3

11

2a

McMaster ambient 1

N/A

0

0

4567

12

2a

McMaster ambient 2

N/A

0

0

4568

13

2a

Hurricane

ambient 2

N/A

0

0

4424

15

2a

Hurricane

ambient 2

N/A

12 0

3651

17

2a

McMaster ambient 2

v1

12 0

4895

18

2a

McMaster ambient 2

N/A

12 0

5723

19

2a

Low

v2

15 0

6030

active

2

Shrink
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Baffle

%

%

Impulse
(N*s)

Table 6.2 (continued)
20

2a

McMaster active

2

N/A

0

20

4939

21

2a

Low

active

3

v2

15 0

5427

active

3

v2

10 15

5043

active

3

v2

15 20

4778

active+

3

v2

15 0

4490

active+

3

v2

20 0

4775

active+

3

v2+

20 0

3613

active+

3

v2

12 0

4260

active+

3

v2+

0

No PCB

Shrink
23

2a

Low
Shrink

24

2a

Low
Shrink

25

2b

Low
Shrink

26

2b

Low
Shrink

27

2b

Low
Shrink

28

2b

Low
Shrink

29

2b

Low

0

Shrink

Data

30

2b

McMaster active+

3

v2

12 0

Anomaly

31

3a

McMaster active

3

v2

12 0

4857

32

3a

McMaster active

3

v2

12 0

4621

33

3b

McMaster active

3

v2

12 0

5208
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Table 6.2 (continued)
34

3b

McMaster active

3

v2

12 0

4791

35

3b

McMaster active

3

v2

12 0

5104

36

3b

McMaster active

3

v2

12 0

4651

The test matrix for the paraffin test matrix primarily contains information on the
configuration of the fuel grain, as the fuel grain design was varied considerably throughout the
program. Active+ refers to active port cooling with ice water, whereas active refers to active port
cooling with room temperature water. All paraffin tests collected full sets of chamber pressure,
tank pressure, and tank temperature data except for tests 12, 29, and 30. For test 12, chamber
pressure data was lost. In test 29, a severely delayed ignition resulted in a hard start which caused
a sufficiently high thrust spike to saturate the PCB 208C04 force sensor readings for greater than
the duration of the burn. By the time the sensor desaturated, there was nothing to measure of
interest. This was the only occurrence of PCB saturation. All other data was collected for test 29.
In test 30, an unknown anomaly, possibly linked to unnoticed combustion chamber
degradation caused by test 29’s hard start, caused a breach of the combustion chamber. As the
chamber heated and weakened, the breach expanded and the chamber began to torque on the
oxidizer tank joint, driving the tank pressure transducer into the thrust transfer bulkhead while also
bathing it in hot chamber gasses. This resulted in a complete loss of signal soon after ignition. The
wires to the internal thermocouples were also damaged, and the plastic centering rings in the steel
housing tube were melted. The chamber pressure tap and sensor were overloaded, but remained
intact, with the pressure transducer unexpectedly showing full normal functionality in postanomaly calibration testing. Thrust continued to be measured by the PCB sensor throughout the
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burn duration, though this data is not really useful for comparing against other tests where chamber
gasses are all expected to exit from the same orifice. The flight hardware engine was modified for
test instrumentation and brought into service to replace the engine lost in the anomaly. The
centering rings were the only system that required replacement on the test stand itself, though the
paint was scorched a bit in areas where safety vents faced other parts of the structure. Overall,
however, instrument reliability was high for the paraffin fuel tests.
It can be seen that, despite the changes in liner thickness and ignition medium, the paraffin
tests all had impulses within about 3% of each other, which is unusually good agreement for the
Contrail 75mm motor. While this may have been a sustained statistical anomaly, it does make
sense that the paraffin grains would be more stable in performance, given the lack of possible
variation in additive concentration aside from carbon black, which has both the lowest settling rate
and a significantly lesser effect on performance than in aluminized grains where radiative heat
transfer becomes significant.
6.2

Averaged Performance Metrics by TestID
Figures 6.1 – 6.3 plot the impulse as a percentage of the rated impulse of the M2281 fuel

grain, average specific impulse, and average characteristic velocity, respectively, against the
TestID as calculated by the MathCAD analysis programs. Data points are colored according to the
fuel mixture composition on the left or the test program subphase on the right. K represents any
test that contained potassium nitrate.
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Figure 6.1

Impulse as %M2281 rated Impulse vs TestID

When viewing plots of the averaged values for a given test, it is important to note that an
extra degree of uncertainty is present for any variables computed using the mass difference in the
grain before and after the burn, such as characteristic velocity and specific impulse. The reason for
this is that in many tests, much of the residual paraffin leaks back out of the fuel grain after burnout
in the time it takes the combustion chamber to cool down below the melting point of the fuel again.
This means that the measurements of mass change are biased to indicate higher
than actual fuel usage.
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Figure 6.2

Average Specific Impulse vs TestID

Tests that made efficient use of their fuel should have more leftover paraffin to leak and experience
a stronger negative bias in computed specific impulse than less efficient tests. For this reason, total
impulse is occasionally provided as a benchmark parameter for performance and efficiency, as it
is computed from direct thrust measurements and is truly independent.

Figure 6.3

Average Characteristic Velocity vs TestID
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A significant drop in performance is observed in phase 2b, which is discussed later in this
section. Test 15, the worst performing of phase 2a, additionally shows up as a major outlier. The
dispersion in performance can be seen to be lowest for the plain paraffin tests in phase 2a and all
of the tests in phase 3. The remote test site portion of phase 2a shows a high dispersion, as many
different fuel grain types were tested. Further analysis of the data sheds some light on some of the
factors contributing to reductions and variations in performance.

6.3

Effects of Ignition Quality Variation
Despite initially good results with ignition medium v2 and v3 and no failed ignitions, there

was some variability in time to peak combustion chamber conditions which may have been due to
regions of higher aluminum concentration. Figure 6.4 additionally shows a correlation between
decreased characteristic velocity and the ignition medium used. Some contamination of results
may have also occurred in Figure 6.4 and 6.5 due to effects of the anti-sloughing baffles on ignition
medium, as all v3 ignition medium fuel grains also had v2 baffles, and most v2 ignition medium
fuel grains had no baffles. Most Version 3, with its lower surface area and shorter length seems to
have decreased the performance with respect to version 2.
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Figure 6.4

Average Characteristic Velocity vs Ignition Medium Version

This general trend continues for specific impulse vs ignition medium version, as seen in
Figure 5.5. The corrections made in phase 3 can be seen to have significantly boosted performance
compared to the lackluster results of phase 2b. While the arrangement of the test data points
changes between the plots for C* and Isp, the average drop in performance associated with moving
to the v3 ignition medium remains. Figure 6.6 shows how the average time from ignition to peak
combustion chamber pressure increases with subsequent ignition medium versions.
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Figure 6.5

Average Specific Impulse vs Ignition Medium Version

Figure 6.6

Time to Full Chamber Pressure vs Ignition Medium Version

Tests that had been cooled too slowly and exhibited increased additive settling or tests that
had seen a post-processing patch of more aluminum-rich paraffin exhibited superior combustion
buildup speeds. Beginning with test 33, small amounts of atomized aluminum were brushed along
the port surface in an attempt to replicate this more rapid start process and reduce the ignition
process variability in concert with stricter controls on cooling and post-processing methods.
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Figure 6.7

Selected Thrust Curves from Phase 3 Showing Ignition Improvements for 3b

The results were generally favorable, with two tests showing extremely similar thrust
profiles and the lowest ignition times out of that program phase. Application of this secondary,
manually-applied ignition medium takes practice to implement reliably, though, and causes spikes
in the pressure data near the start of the burn that have to be filtered out. For paraffin grains with
a sufficiently high concentration of aluminum, an ignition medium may not be necessary at all,
though this does not seem to be the best path to reducing production complexity and getting good
data. Figure 6.7 shows thrust curves tests 35 and 33 from phase 3b, which most successfully
implemented the aluminum-assisted start method, as well as thrust curves for tests 31 and 32,
which took noticeably longer to reach peak chamber conditions. The similarity between the thrust
curves 33 and 35 is encouraging with respect to the ability to produce aluminized fuel grains with
replicable performance.
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Slow buildup likely leads to losses of unburnt oxidizer and loss of the peak efficiency
portion of the burn. Figure 6.8 shows the average specific impulse vs the time to full pressure, for
each test.

Figure 6.8

Specific Impulse vs Time to Full Pressure

While the performance of the engines in phase 2b was below average, it was below average
in a somewhat consistent manner. Trends emerge within 2b that somewhat mirror those seen in
phase 3a and 3b, which represent the most consistent and high-quality group of tests. The major
losses in performance in phase 2b coincide with long combustion chamber pressure buildup times,
though there is some dispersion. Phase 3 shows a consistent, roughly linear drop in efficiency as
time to full pressure increases. The one exception is test 36, which likely was biased to a lower
efficiency by what appears to be a possible large sloughing event midway through the burn as seen
in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9

Large Discontinuity Mid-Burn in Test 36 Caused by Sloughing

The uncertainty in ignition quality and time to build up to full pressure appears to be
partially driven by semi-random manner in which the hoses burst and detach in the Contrail motor.
This was known to cause issues in test replicability in previous research at MSU with the 54mm
motors that had only a single hose and orifice [5]. The 75mm motor increases the number of highly
variable hose detachment points to four large fill lines plus a small vent line, making the degree of
possible variation in ignition quality much greater. Ultimately, the safety benefits of the Contrail
ignition method were deemed more important than the inconsistent ignition properties. This proved
to be a safe choice, but one which carried a greater cost than anticipated in terms of data utility.
Figures 6.10 shows how the feed lines severed for different tests.
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Figure 6.10

Test 33, Flight Test 1, and Test 34 Injector Faces Post-Burn

Test 33 was one of the highest performing tests of the program, and all of its lines properly
severed. For flight test 1, the two feed lines connected to the oxidizer supply were sheared off well
because they remained firmly attached to the GSE while the rocket accelerated away. The two
injectors with remaining hosing were bridged by a patch hose that did not connect to the GSE. All
of test 34’s injectors had remaining portions of hosing. Test 34 experienced an 8% loss in impulse
performance with respect to test 33. The severed hose ends vary in orifice area unpredictably and
likely undergo changes over the course of the burn as the hose melts or burns. With longer hoses,
the point of oxidizer release into the chamber gets pushed past the upper portions of the fuel grain.
Very little effective combustion can occur on portions of the fuel grain upstream of the ends of the
hoses. There are also downstream losses due to the distance it takes for the oxidizer to atomize,
vaporize, and mix with the fuel after leaving the hose. This leads to wasted fuel and poor ramp-up
to full combustion chamber pressure, which consequently also wastes oxidizer.
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6.4

Anti-Sloughing Baffle Efficacy
Figure 6.11 shows a plot for total impulse vs fuel grain version. The seven types

of fuel grains tested were outlined in section 3.5.

Figure 6.11

Total Impulse Vs Fuel Grain Version

The Mk I-III fuel grain designs do not employ any form of anti-slough baffles. The Mk IV grain
liner incorporates the v1 baffles into its lower half. A possible drop in performance was noted in
the single test with these large baffles. Only a single test of the Mk V grain design was performed.
This was the first test with the v2 baffles in the lower half. All subsequent tests made use of the v2
baffles in the lower half and the vortex injector v3 ignition medium. Tests 27, 29, and 30 were Mk
VII grains and had extra baffles in the upper portion of the grain that were of the v2 type, but data
was lost for all of these tests except for 27, which did not show promising results. The limited data
available suggests a potential mild decrease in performance with the baffles, though the Mk V test,
test 19, showed the highest performance and had v2 baffles.
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The use of the v3 ignition medium may have been the primary reason for the supposed
drop in performance seen on most baffle-equipped tests. While the impulse performance was not
largely affected by the use of the baffles, the stability increased noticeably. Aluminized paraffin
grains tend to have a much higher risk of sloughing and having thrust oscillations. Figure 6.12
shows an overlay of the thrust data from a test of a 12% aluminum fuel grain with no baffles (test
18) and a 15% aluminum fuel grain with baffles. Both grains used ignition medium v2.

Figure 6.12

Stability Improvement with Anti-Slough Baffles v2

Despite a gentler and more prolonged ignition transient and a minor slough event after peak
thrust, test 19, the highest performing test of the program, exhibits an extraordinarily smooth thrust
profile. Test 18, the second highest performing test, which consisted of a fuel grain of similar
composition and structure, but slightly less aluminum, had high impulse performance, but
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experienced large fluctuations in thrust, which may be partially due to a “chugging” phenomenon.
The sudden drop in thrust before the vapor transition at about t + 2.3 seconds seems to be due to a
fairly major sloughing event ejecting a portion of the remaining paraffin, and the burn switching
over to predominantly ABS/N2O combustion. The improvement in stability between these tests
drove the decision to continue testing with the v2 baffles.

Figure 6.13

Stability Improvement Despite Aluminum Inclusion

While baffle contributions to stability are somewhat offset by the addition of aluminum,
several aluminized grain tests, such as test 35, show greater stability over the main portion of the
burn than plain paraffin tests as shown in Figure 6.13. Tests 33 through 36 attempted to mimic the
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paraffin blend manufacturing procedures used in test 18 as much as possible while keeping the v3
ignition medium, v2 baffles, and making use of the liquid port cooling. Figure 6.14 shows the high
degree of thrust curve profile similarity between test 33 and test 18. While test 33 does possess a
period of instability in the post-peak thrust phase of the burn, the baffles appear to reduce both the
duration of the period of instability as well as the magnitude of its fluctuations.

Figure 6.14

6.5

Test 33 Replication of Test 18 with Stability Improvement

Temperature Effects on Performance
In the search for answers as to why the performance for each test was so variable,

temperature emerged as a consistent correlation. The initial level of atomization and rate of
vaporization of the oxidizer is largely determined by the oxidizer temperature. The fuel also
becomes less volatile and more brittle as it reaches lower temperatures. However, the density of
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nitrous oxide is also strongly determined by the temperature of the liquid. As the temperature is
reduced from 20 C to 0 C, for instance, a density change of 13% can be expected. This changes
the total O/F ratio for the engine. In theory the engine should benefit from a higher oxidizer to fuel
ratio, but this is not what is seen. As the oxidizer temperature goes down, and the density of the
oxidizer rises, the pressure in the tank decreases, lowering the flowrate of oxidizer during the burn,
though prolonging it. Throughout the test program, there were multiple efforts to attempt to ensure
a consistent oxidizer temperature, with these efforts maximizing in phase 3. Oxidizer tanks would
be kept in a climate-controlled vehicle and moved out to their GSE positions just before loading
was to begin. Unfortunately, the pressure gauges that were being used to determine the temperature
began to drift in calibration over the course of the program, leaving some temperature drift. As
Figure 6.15 demonstrates, there is a sustained correlation between reduced specific impulse and
lower oxidizer temperature within most test phases. Phase 2a has a high dispersion due to the wide
variety of fuel mixtures tested.
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Figure 6.15

Initial Oxidizer Temperature Effect on Efficiency

The plain paraffin tests of phase 2a and carefully controlled 12% aluminum tests of phase
3a and 3b show a definite trend of increased performance with increased oxidizer temperature.
While efforts were made to keep the oxidizer temperature the same in the storage tanks, no major
efforts were made to keep the fuel at a specific temperature. The fuel temperature was largely
driven by the ambient temperature. Phase 2b, the lowest performing program phase, also had the
lowest average ambient temperature per test. While there are outliers that increase the dispersion
of the data, such as test 19, which had high performance at a relatively low ambient temperature,
the general trend that emerges is that an increase in ambient temperature increases the specific
impulse, as shown in Figure 6.16.
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Figure 6.16

Ambient Temperature Effect on Specific Impulse

The influence of the propellant temperature on the performance makes it difficult to study the
influence of the oxidizer to fuel ratio, since variations the average O/F are largely due to changes
in the temperature for this engine.

6.6

Additive Performance Effects
The addition of atomized aluminum to the fuel grains was expected to increase the thrust

and total, as well as specific, impulse of the burn. While this was demonstrated in most of phase
2a and 3b, additional instabilities related to the inclusion of aluminum were noted in other tests,
and likely contributed to their sub-nominal performance. Figure 6.17 shows the variation in
average specific impulse, average characteristic velocity, and total impulse with the percentage of
aluminum nominally included in the fuel grain. The highest performing tests were aluminized, but
so were the worst.
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Figure 6.17

Combustion and Impulse Efficiency vs Percentage of Aluminum in Fuel Grain

There appears to be an increase in both efficiency parameters as the concentration of
aluminum increases and all other variables are held the same. Despite test 2b having poor
performance, it seems to have at least been consistently poor, as the expected increase in specific
impulse with aluminum concentration is seen. A more definitive relationship between nominal
aluminum percentage and total impulse exists. Aside from outliers such as the tests in phase 2b,
and test 15, the lowest performing test of phase 2a, there is an increase in performance as aluminum
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is added. While there are more data points for the 12% and 15% aluminum fuel grain tests, the
dispersion in total impulse is still significantly larger than for the plain paraffin tests. The boost in
chamber temperature and radiative heat transfer into the fuel grain are the likely causes of this, as
they can exacerbate sloughing phenomenon and possibly increase the rate of droplet entrainment
beyond that which can be reasonably combusted inside the chamber. In essence, aluminum
additives have the potential to significantly worsen the primary problems with plain paraffin
grains, which can outweigh the benefits of increased theoretical specific impulse and energy
density.

Figure 6.18

Data Synthesis Plot of Test 33 Showing Saturation Events
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As shown in Figure 6.18, aluminum also puts added strain on the sensors integrated into
the engine and can compromise the data quality. If areas of concentrated aluminum ignite rapidly,
a large spike in the chamber pressure data can occur, followed in some cases by what seems to be
a water-hammer-like effect where the sudden increase in chamber pressure causes a sharp decrease
in the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet of the injectors. This would cause a sudden
resistance to flow through the injector, resulting in a pressure wave propagating upward through
the tank and also potentially saturating the readings of the tank pressure transducer. Furthermore,
in some tests, either the mechanical effects of the jostling from the pressure wave and thrust
anomaly, electrical interference from the saturated pressure transducers, or an error in the DAQ
caused by a spike in input voltage from the pressure transducers causes the tank thermocouple
readings to saturate for a brief period. This can result in all sensor channels except for thrust being
lost for brief periods of time. This happened frequently in phase 3b tests due to the added layer of
atomized aluminum lining the port. Data experiencing these anomalies has to be processed to
remove the zones of saturated data and interpolate between the nearest two points that were within
the measuring range of the instrument in question.
With only three tests of potassium nitrate for which complete data is available, and
significant differences in both the grain structure and fuel blend between those tests, there is not
enough information to draw significant conclusions about the efficacy of potassium nitrate additive
blends. Test 20 had fairly high performance, at over 90% of the rated impulse of the M2281.
However, due to a leak in the GSE, the first oxidizer load attempt for test 20 had to be aborted and
the oxidizer vented. This cooled down the run tank and lines, as well as the liquid in the storage
tanks. A decision was made to reload the oxidizer after fixing the GSE issue and perform the test
despite the low temperature and pressure to gather preliminary data before leaving the remote test
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site for the day. The low tank pressure resulting from such a low liquid temperature (~ 35 degrees
Fahrenheit at the time of ignition, dropping to below -7 degrees Fahrenheit at burnout) lead to a
low chamber pressure. This should have reduced the theoretical specific impulse significantly,
while also increasing losses due to overexpansion of the nozzle. The highly unstable thrust of test
20 is likely due to a combination of feedback between the chamber and tank pressures, which had
a lower than usual difference, and rapidly varying degrees of flow separation in the nozzle. Over
the course of the burn, the temperatures of the fuel and oxidizer injectors began to increase and the
rising pressure likely fed back into accelerating the reaction rate of the potassium nitrate. This lead
to a rise in thrust and chamber pressure as the burn progressed, followed by a sudden shutdown
when liquid oxidizer flow ceased, proving that the fuel mixture was not capable of self-sustaining
combustion rates sufficient to choke the flow in the nozzle or pose a major hazard. This
phenomenon is shown in the synthesis plot for test 20 in Figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.19

Data Synthesis Plot of Test 20

From trends observed in other tests, test 20 should have seen poor performance from the
low oxidizer and fuel temperature and long time to full chamber pressure. Instead, it would seem
that the potassium nitrate increased the efficiency of the fuel burning. Nearly twice as much fuel
remained at the end of the burn as on a comparable paraffin test (541 grams out of 1265 initially
vs 210 grams out of 1258 initially for the 12% aluminum test 18 or 402 grams out of 1217 initially
for test 13, which was plain paraffin and carbon black), despite significant leakage of paraffin
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blend being observed after the test. The reduction in fuel ejected could partially be due to an
increase in melt layer viscosity due to the potassium nitrate causing less droplet entrainment to
occur as well as from the generally more benign chamber conditions. The roughly 6% increase in
liquid oxidizer mass compared to test 19 might have also helped, although, as mentioned, data
from other tests indicates this probably would not have been the case. It is possible that the
potassium nitrate behaved as intended and helped to ensure more complete combustion of the
propellants occurred before they left the chamber. More testing was desired to investigate this
further but was abandoned with the premature termination of phase 3 of the test program.

6.7

Flight Test
A flight test vehicle, So Long and Thanks for All the Fish, was built to determine whether

the high acceleration during the boost phase of the flight would cause additional sloughing and
instability in the engine. A cutview of So Long and Thanks for All the Fish is shown in Figure
6.20.

Figure 6.20

So Long and Thanks for All the Fish Cutview

With an inner diameter of 6 inches, So Long and Thanks for All the Fish was oversized for
the 75 mm diameter Contrail engine, which was less than half the diameter of the inside of the
rocket body itself. Redundant avionics located in the fiberglass-reinforced, 3D-printed nose cone
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control the dual deploy parachute system via an internal spinal wiring harness that goes through a
conduit running through the 24-inch acrylic payload bay. The recovery, tank housing, and main
propulsion airframe segments were laid up by hand using pre-impregnated composites that were
then cured in an autoclave. By the time the vehicle was finished, there was insufficient time to
complete and integrate the data acquisition system to take pressure and temperature data, so only
parameters recorded by the onboard Telemetrum and Telemega flight computers were available
for analysis.

Figure 6.21

Still Images from Flight Test 1, Overexpanded Exhaust Visible on Right

Flight Test 1 reached an apogee of approximately 4600 feet, and a maximum Mach of
about 0.48. Ambient pressure changed by only 4.4% over the course of the boost phase.
Acceleration peaked at approximately 16 g. After a nominal recovery, the flight data was
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downloaded and sent to the MathCAD 15 flight analysis program. After determining the vehicle’s
drag coefficient during the coast phase, the drag was computed for each time index of the flight.
The drag prediction generated by MathCAD is displayed against the body force experienced by
the vehicle during the coast phase in Figure 6.22. It can be seen that the drag force diverges slightly
from the measured body force at the right end of the graph. This is the portion of the flight where
the vehicle approaches apogee and has a very low velocity. As soon as the thrust cuts out on the
left, the drag force begins to align with the measured force.

Figure 6.22

Calculated Drag vs Measured Body Force Shows Strong Agreement
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The drag force was then subtracted from the body force during the boost phase along with
a compensation for the change in mass of the vehicle as propellant was burned. A thrust curve was
then obtained and is shown in Figure 6.23.

Figure 6.23

Thrust Curve Extracted from Flight Test 1 Data

While off to a promising start with its rapid buildup to full thrust, the thrust curve then
begins to show instabilities. There are possible signs of significant sloughing events from 0.5
seconds into the burn to about 1 second into the burn. The removal of a portion of the high-energy
paraffin fuel blend likely then caused the motor to burn a less efficient mixture of ABS and
paraffin, which then burned relatively stably until the vapor transition phase began to occur and
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the thrust tailed off. The impulse for this flight was approximately 4650 newton-seconds, which is
about 85% of the rated impulse of the Contrail M2281 fuel grain that served as the target. A phase
3b-type fuel grain composed of 12% atomized aluminum was used for Flight Test 1. The calculated
impulse value for Flight Test 1 is within the margin of performance for phase 3b fuel grains,
however, the initial profile of the burn and injector condition post-flight suggests that the
performance should have been closer to that of tests 33 and 35, which had the highest performance
of the phase 3 tests. This indicates that inertially-induced sloughing could account for up to a 10%
reduction in performance. The performance was sufficiently stable for a safe test flight, but more
work needs to be done to provide an optimized flight configured fuel grain.
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CHAPTER VII
LESSONS LEARNED & CONCLUSION
Ultimately, issues with replicability inherent to the ignition and injection method of the
Contrail 75 mm motor and the limited amount of data collected on fuel grains with highly similar
configurations prevented this research effort from conclusively characterizing all of the parameters
which were initially set out to be studied. Indications that stabilization with mechanical baffles
may be possible without a significant performance loss were seen, though more work would be
needed to perfect the technique. Microscale atomized aluminum was also shown to be capable of
rendering substantial performance increases in total impulse, efficiency, and energy density,
though many outliers existed in the data. Potassium nitrate showed some tantalizing and promising
results, but the hard start of the last potassium nitrate test indicated that further precautions to
ensure a good ignition and no blowback are needed. Flight test data showed some possible decrease
in performance due to acceleration-related sloughing. No conclusive data was gathered on the
effect of either of the vortex injectors.
Ultimately, further testing with a more refined injection method that doesn’t change as
much between tests is needed, along with improved oxidizer temperature control, start sequence
reliability, and manufacturing consistency. A more comprehensive non-destructive testing
program should be conducted to determine the additive concentration across fuel grains more
accurately and definitely prove or disprove the presence of voids. If it is found that voids are
forming or additives are settling too much, a new version of the filling apparatus should be made
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that can be safely spun on a rotating platform throughout the freezing process. If a switch to better
injectors that aren’t just damaged hoses and push-to-connects is made, an internal or external torch
igniter should probably be used in lieu of a pyrotechnic ignition system paired with an ignition
medium to ensure a well-timed and repeatable ignition process. Additionally, a more optimized
nozzle should be used that is not overexpanded for the entirety of the burn. Not only would better
performance be realized, but also thrust instabilities from sporadic flow separation would be
reduced.
Revised baffle designs and/or strengthening additives such as Vybar or polyester should
be explored for both static testing as well as a new campaign of flight tests. Testing with aluminum
and potassium nitrate should not resume until substantial data is collected on plain paraffin blends
with non-energizing additives and a new engine design is thoroughly proven out. As part of the
proving process, it would be prudent to place thermocouples at multiple places on the exterior of
the engine to watch for signs of off-nominal conditions and analyze any failures that might occur.
An analysis software for MathCAD has been mostly developed to enable a semi-empirical
analysis of the engine performance metrics, such as Isp and C*, over the course of the burn, instead
of as single, time averaged values. Better data to feed into a paraffin regression model and a more
complex two-phase oxidizer flow model should be developed for this. Having a flow venturi inline
with the main oxidizer tank and injector dome would allow for verifying the accuracy of the
oxidizer flow model. The estimated mass flowrate and O/F at each point could be used with the
collected pressure data to feed into the CEA interpolator MATLAB program and pull theoretical
values for the duration of the test for a more in-depth analysis.
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CEA RESULT INTERPOLATION MATLAB CODE
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clear all; close all; clc;

format short g

%CEA-Derived Performance Surface Interpolation

%Reed Clay, June 2018

%Contact Reed Clay at 601-573-8274 or reedclay@me.com for help
%SquidWorks- Ad Astra per Mollusca

%Read in data for performance space from CEA for a given fuel mix
DCEA15 = csvread('ParAl15CEAoutput.csv');

%CEA Values for 5.5 area

%ratio nozzle and a sea
%level optimized one

DCEA0 = csvread('parCEAoutput.csv');
%level optimized nozzle

%Read in data from a specific engine test fire that you wish to analyze
%DBURN = readmatrix('MVTS TX Mathcad Burn Analysis');

%Read in data from the average values of all the test fires
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DAVGVAL = csvread('MathcadAVGdata2.csv');

%Export_Data = zeros(length(DAVGVAL),4);

for xi = 1:length(DAVGVAL)

clear_vars = {'p0_CEA', 'OF_CEA', 'IspSL_mdotCEA', ...
'DCEA','Cstar_CEA','mdotCEA'};
clear(clear_vars{:})

if(DAVGVAL(xi,9) > 0 && (DAVGVAL(xi,5)/100) == 0)

DCEA = DCEA0;

end

if(DAVGVAL(xi,9) > 0 && (DAVGVAL(xi,5)/100) == 12)

DCEA = DCEA15;

% Put DCEA12 HERE WHNE YOU HAVE THE FILE!!!

end
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if(DAVGVAL(xi,9) > 0 && (DAVGVAL(xi,5)/100) == 15)

DCEA = DCEA15;

end

if(DAVGVAL(xi,9) > 0 && (DAVGVAL(xi,5)/100) == 20)

DCEA = DCEA15;

% Put DCEA20 here if you want

end

if(DAVGVAL(xi,9) > 0)

%User Input Value for Single Test
%p0testpsi = DAVGVAL(xi,1);

%chamber pressure in psi

p0input = DAVGVAL(xi,1);
OFinput = DAVGVAL(xi,6)/(DAVGVAL(xi,4)-DAVGVAL(xi,3));
to fuel mass ratio
mdot_input = 3.632;
Impulse_input = 6000;

%kg/s
%Impulse in N*s
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%oxidizer

mi_input = DAVGVAL(xi,3);
mf_input = DAVGVAL(xi,4);
tburn = DAVGVAL(xi,8);

%burn time in seconds

%User Input Nozzle Parameters (***User input required to change***)
De

= 0.074;

%exit diameter in meters

Dstar = 0.0316;

%throat ("*") diamter in meters

%Process User Provided Nozzle Parameters
Ae

= AreaC(De);

%exit area in m^2

Astar = AreaC(Dstar);
Aratio = Ae/Astar;

%throat area in m^2
%Nozzle expansion ratio

%Input Target Impulse for Comparison
ImpulseTarget = 5482;

%Generally used to baseline off the rated

%impulse of the Contrail M2281 grain. Value in
%N*s
%Random Values
g

= 9.81;

%gravity accel. Earth standard. m/s^2

p_ambient = 101350;

%set to 1 atmosphere (but in Pascals) for

%general use. Sometimes setting to one bar is
%better, depending on location and weather, but
%not much difference. Can modify code for
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%personal use with an iterated ambient pressure
%if desired to analyze properties over flight
%profile (official support coming later maybe)

%Sort the data into separate arrays for each variable
p0_CEA

= DCEA(:,1); %chamber pressure for CEA data in Pa

OF_CEA

= DCEA(:,2); %Oxidizer to fuel ratio for CEA data

Vedesign_CEA = DCEA(:,3); %Exit velocity given by CEA (what it calls Isp)
%in m/s. when using infinate area combustor
%option, CEA essentially assumes the pressure
%outside the nozzle is whatever the calculated
%exit pressure (design pressure) is. (engine
%operating at design conditions). This means it
%overestimates the performance for cases when
%the engine is operated in an environment with
%higher atmospheric pressure (overexpanded).

Vevac_CEA

= DCEA(:,4); %This is the effective exaust velocity in m/s

%(labeled Isp in CEA) if in vacuum.
%You probably could just have used this value
%and the sea optimized value. really didn't
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%need Vedesign. Hindsight is 20/20. Can find
%the design exit velocity from this with a bit
%of math since ambient pressure is known to be
%zero.

pe_CEA

= DCEA(:,5); %The design exit pressure calculated by CEA

Isp_SLoptCEA = DCEA(:,6); %Specific impulse for given chamber conditions
%for nozzle optimized for sea level

%Calculate some additional parameters to interpolate using the CEA data
for i = 1:length(p0_CEA)
mdotCEA(i)

= pe_CEA(i) * Ae / (Vevac_CEA(i) - Vedesign_CEA(i));

%mass flow rate in kg/s

Isp_evacCEA(i)

= Vevac_CEA(i) / g;

%go ahead and divide by g to have it in normal Isp

Isp_designCEA(i)

= Vedesign_CEA(i) /g;

% just in case we want this later
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IspSL_mdotCEA(i)

= (1/g) * ( Vedesign_CEA(i) + ( pe_CEA(i) - p_ambient ) * Ae /

mdotCEA(i) );
%Specific impulse at sea level (s) for CEA predictions using the mass
%flow rate that CEA thinks should be there (real mass flow may vary)

PercentNozzleLossCEA(i) = 100 * ( ( Isp_SLoptCEA(i) - IspSL_mdotCEA(i) ) /
Isp_SLoptCEA(i));
%Find the percentage of the specific impulse (Isp) lost due to
%operation with an overexpanded nozzle at the user selected ambient
%pressure (recommend between 14.7 and 14.5 psi for ground tests)

PercentOverexpandedCEA(i) = 100 * ( p_ambient - pe_CEA(i) ) / ( p_ambient );
%Find the percent by which the nozzle is overexpanded

Cstar_CEA(i) = p0_CEA(i) * Astar / ( mdotCEA(i) * g );
%Characteristic velocity in s (normalized by gravity, just like Isp)
%This is a metric of combustion efficiency. CEA will give you this if
%you run it, but it can be calculated easily from the values already
%collected from CEA, so this saves time.
end

%Use gathered data from CEA to form the point clouds for the engine
%performance space for different groups of variables
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FA = scatteredInterpolant(p0_CEA(:), OF_CEA(:), IspSL_mdotCEA(:));
IspSL_badnozzle = FA(p0input, OFinput);

FB = scatteredInterpolant(p0_CEA(:), OF_CEA(:), Isp_SLoptCEA(:));
Isp_SLopt = FB(p0input, OFinput); %*

FC = scatteredInterpolant(p0_CEA(:), OF_CEA(:), pe_CEA(:));
pe = FC(p0input, OFinput);%*

FD = scatteredInterpolant(p0_CEA(:), OF_CEA(:), Cstar_CEA(:));
Cstar = FD(p0input, OFinput);%*

FE = scatteredInterpolant(p0_CEA(:), OF_CEA(:), mdotCEA(:));
mdot_theo = FE(p0input, OFinput);%*

%%FF = scatteredInterpolant(p0_CEA(:), OF_CEA(:), PercentNozzleLossCEA(:));
%%PercentNozzleLoss = FF(p0input, OFinput)

%%FG = scatteredInterpolant(p0_CEA(:), OF_CEA(:), PercentOverexpandedCEA(:));
%%PercentOverexpanded = FG(p0input, OFinput);

%FH = scatteredInterpolant(OF_CEA(:), mdotCEA(:), pe_CEA(:));
%P0alt_tho = FH(OFinput, mdot_input); This one broke for some reason
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%Perform some calculations with the new values obtained from interpolation;
PercentNozzleLoss = -1 * error( Isp_SLopt,IspSL_badnozzle );
PercentOverexpanded = -1 * error( p_ambient , pe_CEA );
massburned_theo = mdot_theo * tburn;
pe_atm = pe / 101325;
p0_psiCEA = PAtoPSI(p0_CEA);
nmat= length(p0_psiCEA);

%

x = reshape(p0_psiCEA,[],1);

%

y = reshape(OF_CEA,[],1);

%

z = reshape(IspSL_mdotCEA,[],1);

%
%

figure(1)

%

stem3(x, y, z)

%

grid on

%

xv = linspace(min(x), max(x), 20);

%

yv = linspace(min(y), max(y), 20);

%

[X,Y] = meshgrid(xv, yv);

%

Z = griddata(x,y,z,X,Y);

%
%

figure(2)
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%

surf(X, Y, Z);

%

grid on

%

set(gca, 'ZLim',[0 100])

%

shading interp

Export_Data(xi,1) = Isp_SLopt;
Export_Data(xi,2) = pe;
Export_Data(xi,3) = Cstar;
Export_Data(xi,4) = mdot_theo;

csvwrite('data.csv',Export_Data);
end

end

function A = AreaC(D)
A = 0.25 * pi * (D)^2;
end

function p = PSItoPA(p_psi)
p = 6894.76 * p_psi;
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end

function p = PAtoPSI(p_pa)
p = 0.000145038 * p_pa;
end

function e = error(exp,theo)
e = 100 * ( exp - theo ) / ( theo );
end
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GRAIN COMPOSITION & DENSITY ANALYSIS
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